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C . O . T. A . N .
COMPACT WAVE PRO BOARDS
As the development of this special shape on surfboard and kiteboard designs has taken off,
proving it works great ( up to the point that some riders only ride this type of COTAN shapes),
it was time to develop a specific board line also for SUP. 3 x new shapes that will increase your
stoke for supping in waves! Available both in Classic construction with matt deck and rails
and in full LTD technology with Vectra Carbon fabric on CNC Eps core, finished with matt
pro speed paint and Carbon net layup top and bottom. Bamboo sandwich stepping area and
superlight composite carry handle box.

SIZES
6’11” - 7’6” - 7’11”

PRO MODEL

CLASSIC

PHOTO: A.A. DE
DE MARIA
MARIA

MORPHO
WAVE ALLROUND
33 x new shapes that complete the range of both allround and wave boards. The Morpho sups are
exactely the right answer for those suppers willing to get only one board to do it all, just better!
Based on the outline of a modern Cotan surfboard or sup design for waves, these surf
surf shapes
shapes
have
h
been stretched and made to fit a more “allround” length and width.
9’02 , 9’4” and 9’6” to allow , good floatation and easy paddling while keeping a straight line on
flat water ( a limit on pure wave boards ) and a very manouverable behaviour once on a wave.
Easy gliders, fast and stable, a perfect choice for those suppers that have already used an
allround board, but wanting to try and ride some proper waves or those who simply want to start
straight on the waves , but want to use the same board when touring on flat water .
A special spectacular mix that
that will
will increase
increase your
your time
time in
in the
the water
water by
by 200%!!
200%!!

SIZES
S
9’0” - 9’4” - 9’6”
WOOD

CLASSIC

editor’s note

Rip roaring fun
It’s been an unprecedented winter for ‘conditions’ here
at SUPM HQ. In fact, nationwide the weather has been
pretty mental. Storm after storm with ferocious winds,
big seas and the mildest off season temperatures
recorded. OK, there have been chillier periods in the mix
but it’s certainly been balmy, by and large, for the time
of year. It’s no secret my partner passion to SUP is
windsurfing. From November to Christmas it seemed
like every day was 30+ knots. During this time local
paddle wielders were still taking to the water and
smashing along downwind runs. The blowiest periods
featured excesses of 55 knots and still there were hardy
souls getting stuck in, chasing bumps and having fun.
Living in an area with multiple downwind route options
certainly gives breadth of choice. With increasing
numbers of SUPers realising wind doesn’t need to halt
play, riders are poised to increase their time on the
water considerably. If you braved this winter’s storms,
wherever your local run is, then full credit and long may
it continue.

SUP surf design trends
As blowy as it’s been we’ve seen regular breaks in the weather
where waves have cleaned up and the surf’s pumped. Working
on the current performance paddle surf test (which you can
read in this very issue) it’s been interesting to pilot a raft of
equipment across broad spectrums of design and user
appeal. ‘No nose’ SUPs continue to be flavour of the month
with most brands now supplying their own version.
Accompanying these odd looking sleds you’ll find more
traditional looking boards – there’s never been so much
choice for paddlers. They’re all subtly different, however, and
will suit varying user wants and needs.
As we’re always keen to point out, purchase decisions based
on board dimensions alone won’t give the full picture. SUPs
that appear stable may not be while perceived technical kit
may have more accessibility than you’d appreciate. Trying as
much equipment as you can is the only way to fully
appreciate individual design strengths and weaknesses.
Hopefully this issue’s reports will help steer riders in the right
direction.

Proto, proto
This winter we’ve laid hands on a bunch of prototype
products – some of which also appear in this issue. We’re
incredibly stoked (and humbled) to be offered these
opportunities – apparently we’re doing something right with
brands approaching us for feedback. In the months ahead
SUP will see further equipment innovation, all of which will
improve paddling experiences no end.
Thinking back to how gear was at the sport’s inception we’re a
million miles away in terms of ease of use and quality. With
SUP still very much a toddler there’s plenty of developmental
scope – we can’t wait to see how things evolve.
Have fun out there and enjoy the glide – summer’s just
around the corner!
Tez Plavenieks, February 2016
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
@tezwoz
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Print
Manson Printers

Not all contributors are professional writers and
photographers, so don’t be put off writing because you have
no experience! Next issue is June 2016 with a deadline
of submissions on April 10th. Technical Information:
Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word file with 8001200 words, emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk. Images
should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word file or if
preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you. SUP Mag
UK encourages contributions of any nature but reserves the
right to edit to the space available. Opinions expressed in
this magazine are not necessarily those of the publishing
parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The publishing of an
advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not necessarily mean
that the parent company, 2b Graphic Design, endorse the
company, item or service advertised. All material in SUP
Mag UK is strictly copyright and all rights are reserved.
Reproduction without prior permission from the editor is
forbidden.
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Breathe –

SUP

FREEDIVING
in the
MALDIVES

Fernando Stalla is a world champion SUP racer but
when he’s not on a board, he’s underwater –
freediving and fishing for his supper. It’s the perfect
sport he says, to complement SUP and surf.
There are some humans who seem to spend more time in the water
than they do on land. Fernando Stalla is one of them. Nicknamed
Tarzan for his finely honed physique, the 28-year-old is a two-time
SUP world champion who’s spent his life in the water, surfing and
freediving, before turning to SUP five years ago. He admits, however,
that he does come on land to sleep.
“I’ve been freediving since I can recall. Snorkelling, freediving, that
was always the thing to do. It’s a different world – it’s incredible. It’s
like going into space: you have no gravity, no sound. Everything is
still, movement is slow, like you’re floating. You feel like superman.”

“If there’s a risk of being held down, freediving can
definitely help.”
Born in Fiji, Stalla was an ‘ocean gypsy’, living variously in Brazil and
Costa Rica until he settled in Mexico. Surfing at age eight, he later
became a member of the Mexican surf team before he found his true
sport with SUP five years ago. But he’s always been swimming in the
ocean, diving underwater – often not very deep – just having fun.
“Now I do spear fishing. It’s like my main hobby. If there’s no surf and
I need a break from training, I jump in the water, catch a few fish,
bring food to the table and have a blast doing it.”
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Words:
Tarquin Cooper
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Freediving,
He adds that for anyone into surf sports,
there could be some life-saving benefits
in learning to freedive. “If there’s a risk of
being held down, freediving can definitely
help to be more confident and ok with
that idea.”

he says, is something that all ocean lovers
can experience. “No one is good right
away. You just have to enjoy being in the
water. Whether you’re five seconds or five
minutes underwater, it doesn’t matter if
you enjoy yourself. I’m happy not going
super deep.”

“If you love the ocean, go and try it,” adds
Stalla. “The more you try, the better you’re
going to get. Once you start going deeper,
do a little research on the right breathing
techniques. If you learn how to do that,
your improvement is going to double.”

Will Trubridge, a multiple record breaking
freediver who was the first to break 100m
without any assistance or artificial aids –
including fins, also says depth isn’t
everything. “Most freedivers are doing it
recreationally, whether that’s snorkelling,
spear fishing or training to go deeper. In
some cases it’s to test their own limits but
for most people it’s about being more
integrated into the aquatic world. Unlike
scuba, where you’re a tourist, you can move
around more freely – you feel like you’re a
sea creature yourself. That’s what attracts
most people, especially in this day and age
where there’s a worldwide movement to be
more in touch with the planet. Since the
planet is 70% water, it offers the greatest
intimacy with that 70%.”
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Stalla says that the sports of SUP and
freediving go perfectly together. “That’s
how I do it,” he says. Some days he’s just
out exploring reefs. If he’s spearfishing he
uses the board as a buoy and has a line
back to it when he’s underwater. Otherwise
he loves to explore the coast, park his
board and go for a dive. The Maldives, he
says, were especially awesome for this.
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“In the Maldives the water is super clear.
You have a lot of sea life, a lot of colours
and a lot of beautiful animals. It’s very
entertaining to be underwater there. But
the most amazing thing was the dolphins.
While freediving they weren’t so friendly
but when I was on the board, I was
paddling with the pack. That was
amazing.”
SUP is the perfect means for Stalla to
enjoy the ocean. “The fact is that you can
do it anywhere in the world. I can go
freediving on a paddle board, go fishing,
just paddle, take a friend or kid on the
board, catch a wave, go explore. It’s a
great sport and perfect for my lifestyle –
I’m very happy.”
He may be nicknamed after a lord of the
jungle, but Stalla is clearly a creature of
the ocean. “I have spent more time in the
water than outside the water. At night I
have to sleep on the land though.”
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How to hold your breath underwater for longer
Stay relaxed

Exhale for longer

Use a watch alarm

“The most important things are breathing
and relaxation – and not to hyperventilate,”
says Trubridge. “People think that they can
get more oxygen by breathing quicker. It’s
important to breathe passively, and be
relaxed both beforehand and while you’re in
the water. By being relaxed you can store
more oxygen in your tissue and blood. You
consume less, so you can stay down longer.”

“Do a two-second inhale, followed by a
four-second exhale,” says Stalla. “Do a few
of those and if you feel relaxed take a
deep breath and go down and enjoy.
Professional freedivers will spend 20
minutes breathing to relax before a dive
but just breathing for a few minutes
beforehand will help.”

“Alarms let me know that I’m at a certain
depth or when I’ve been underwater for a
certain amount of time,” says Trubridge.
“But even for someone who’s not as
serious about the competitive side, a dive
time alarm can still be handy.” Stalla is a
fan of Suunto’s D4. “It has made my dives
safer and more fun and also shows all the
cool information about each dive!”

Don’t panic
“Panicking is the opposite of what you
want to do, as it uses so much oxygen. So
resist that urge to panic and train for that.
If you held your breath in a training
course for three minutes, a minute or two
of which was fighting that urge to
breathe, then you’re better equipped to
deal with that in big surf,” says Trubridge.

Double your surface
time
“Rest on the surface double the time you
spend underwater,” says Stalla. “So if you
dive for one minute you should rest for
two before you can go back down to
prevent blackouts.”
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SUP holidays in

Paddle,

Slovenia is a miniature, picturesque
country located in the heart of
Europe between the Alps and the
Adriatic sea. Due to its extraordinary
geographic diversity and amazing
water scenery it offers a huge variety
of SUP terrains - from still Alpine
lakes, emerald-green rivers, everchanging intermittent lakes, to warm
Adriatic sea and urban paddling in
the capital’s Old Town.
Its pure nature, rich history and culture
make Slovenia also a spectacular
sightseeing place. But most likely you will
be won over by its delicious local cuisine
based on seasonal home-grown foods and
world-renowned wines.
If you are looking for your next SUP holiday
destination that can offer much more than
just paddling, Slovenia is a perfect place.

Each day a different SUP experience
In Slovenia you can find some of the best SUP spots in Europe and the
contrasting SUP conditions make each of them totally unique. The list of
hot spots is long enough to fill a week-long holiday with a one-of-a-kind
SUP experience day after day.

Alpine Lakes Bled and Bohinj
One-hour drive from the capital Ljubljana you will find Lake Bled, where
you can take a scenic paddle around the little island with the church and
walk up to the Bled Castle, perched atop a steep cliff rising 430 feet
above the lake.
Just 18 miles further awaits Lake Bohinj, tranquil and perfectly
untouched, surrounded by mountains and idyllic Alpine villages. A threemile paddle across the lake takes you to the mouth of the emerald-green
Savica River, the water source of the lake.

Piran coast & saltpans
Piran, a 1,500-year-old Venetian town with narrow streets and compact
houses, offers numerous possibilities for short or long SUP tours along
the coast. Visiting the saltpans of Sečovlje and the surrounding wetlands
is one of them.
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Slovenia

discover places and indulge all your senses
On your quest to paddle Slovenia's best SUP
spots you will also discover the country’s
most fascinating natural, historical and
cultural sights. Local guides will show you
the best ways to explore natural wonders,
such as the Postojna cave and the Savica
Waterfall, and thousand-year-old cities like
Piran and Ljubljana. Numerous art galleries
and museums will add remarkable stories to
the places you will visit.

The Soča River
Because of the rapids in its upper part this
magnificent river is also widely known
among kayakers. However, great touring on
its emerald-green waters is possible on the
lower part of the stream. The Soča River gets
its emerald-green colour from the melting
limestone in its wilder upper part. It is said to
be one of just a few rivers in the world that
retain such a colour throughout their length.

"Love goes through the
stomach"

Lake Cerknica
The illustrious Lake Cerknica is the largest
intermittent lake in Europe, filled mainly by
autumn rains and the early spring thaw.
Paddling on the lake reveals a spectacular,
ever-changing scenery, such as gliding just
a foot above submerged green pastures.

This traditional Slovenian saying suggests
that Slovenia needs to be explored
gastronomically. So, get ready to indulge a
bon-vivant in you as you discover the
variety of local cuisines, while travelling
through different regions of Slovenia. In
carefully-chosen local restaurants you will
spoil your senses with local culinary
specialties, traditional foods and worldrenowned wines.

Old Town Ljubljana
In Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, you can
take a paddle on the Ljubljanica River to
discover its lively Old Town from the water
perspective. A night paddle under the
numerous bright-lit bridges is especially
magical.
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sophisticated impressions. Sometimes you
remember the country by the taste of a dish
with a name you couldn’t pronounce.
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Getting there
Slovenia is easily accessible from
all major European airports.
Many low-fare airlines also fly to
the nearby airports (Venice,
Trieste, Klagenfurt, Zagreb), all
within a two-hour drive of
Ljubljana.
For SUP holidays in Slovenia
contact Sup Slovenia Discovery.

OSheasurf.com
• info@osheasurf.com • 01758 613111 •
distributor enquires welcome
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10
SECRET
wave riding

tips for
success

Words: Flo Jung
Pics: Dave White and Pierre Bouras
Wave riding is probably one of the most enjoyable
a s p e c t s o f S U P. Y o u a r e a p a r t o f t h e e l e m e n t s d r i v e n
by the forces of nature. On some days you have small
waves to play with whilst on others you have to
overcome your fears to ride a big swell. Mother
Nature has a lot of different faces and it is never the
same. In the end riding waves is all about experience,
the right timing and control. Remember: the more you
learn, the better it gets. The following 10 tips are
keys to one of the best feelings ever – enjoy and
progress…
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1 EQUIPMENT
Try your equipment on flat water before hitting the waves. You can practice your
balance, turning ability or throw in some sprints to simulate taking off on waves.
Choose the best board for your ability, your weight and a good lightweight paddle with
the proper length. The right paddle is a huge part of making the learning process easier.
Another important accessory is a thick/strong SUP leash. Check it regularly because if
this breaks you will have to swim back and your session is over.

2 SAFETY FIRST
Choose your days wisely. SUPing is best suited to slower moving waves at first. If a wave
is barrelling or breaking quickly in shallow water then it is best left to more experienced
riders. If it is too windy (especially if the wind is blowing onshore) then this will decrease
wave quality and make it harder for you to catch a ride.
If you intend surfing a new spot for the first time familiarise yourself with the location.
Is it a reef break/beach break?
l Are there any dangers, strong current, rocks (or rude locals)?
l What is the best tide for waves (high tide or low tide)?
l

3 SURF ETIQUETTE
On smaller days it is relatively easy to paddle 'out back' (where the unbroken waves are)
and get yourself into a position. Do make sure you stay away from groups of surfers
when you are starting out. There is a strict code of conduct amongst anyone catching
waves (etiquette) – learn it, know it and live by it. Stay aware.

4 PADDLING OUT
Getting out through broken waves can be quite challenging (especially if you are used
to flat water). If there are several rows of broken waves then your best technique is to
wade out until you're in chest deep water. Lie on your board and paddle with your arms.
You can rest your paddle on your board and hold it under your chest as you paddle. As
you approach a broken wave lift your body up on your arms (pinning the paddle down
with one arm). Once the wave is under the board change your position to bring your
weight to the nose again. If the surf is too big leave it for a smaller day. Learning to get
out back whilst standing is the next step and takes a bit of practice. Start small and
work your way up and you’ll be fine.

5 POSITIONING
You need to be beyond where the waves are breaking, and just outside where the 'set
waves' (the larger group of waves that come in every few minutes) are breaking to stand
any chance of getting a good ride. You're best off being further out and then working
your way in once you've got a feel for where the sets are breaking. Then wait with your
board facing the shore and keep your eyes back on the horizon looking out for waves!
Be courteous to other water users at all times and wait your turn.

2 Safety first

3 Surf etiquette
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1 Equipment

4 Paddling out

23
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6 TIMING
Timing is probably one of the most important aspects of wave riding. Every wave is
different and it takes time to get the right feeling for waves. When you see a set
approaching you need to choose which wave to catch. Sets can have upwards of three
waves, so there's no need to go for the first one. You should aim to catch a wave before it
breaks, but not too early as it won't pick you up. So, choose your wave and then paddle
towards or away from the 'peak' (where the wave starts breaking) to get in the right
position. In general it is better to catch a wave slightly too early than too late.

7 CATCHING WAVES
Paddle in the neutral standing position initially. You need to generate speed so that you
are travelling at a similar speed to the wave when it gets to you. Apply a short, high
frequency stroke rate to catch waves. When you've caught the wave you will know. There
is a clear moment when the wave begins powering your board and, with experience,
you'll learn to understand how to anticipate this. The most important thing when you
feel the wave pick you up is change your stance – either to 'regular' (left foot forward) or
'goofy' (right foot forward).

8 SURFING THE WAVE
This feeling is just incredible. Depending on wave size it can give you a rush of
adrenaline pumping through your veins. With increasing speed use your paddle as an
extension of your body. Place it in the water to act as a pivot to aid in turning. You may
use the paddle to redirect back into the curl/lip. Try to place your weight low over the
board and be flexible.

9 WIPE OUTS
Wiping out is part of surfing. If you’re not falling, you’re not trying hard enough.
Try to fall off the back of your board allowing it to slide forwards. Doing this will prevent
you hitting your head or body colliding with equipment. Always hold on to your paddle!
If you lose your paddle, get on the board first, then paddle prone to find it. After your
wipeout flip your board so the fins are facing down. Always stay on the sea side of your
board. Don’t get between the board and the beach as waves can push equipment into
you. Most of the time a wipe out doesn't take more than a few seconds so just hold your
breath and relax.

10 ENJOY THE OCEAN
The ocean has many faces and the sea is every surfer’s ultimate playground.
Nevertheless we are strangers out there. Therefore it is important that we respect these
natural forces in order to be safe and enjoy our time in the ocean. Above all enjoy it, this
is fun!
Flo Jung is sponsored by RRD, Dakine, Surf&Action Company and Swox.

6 Timing

7 Catching waves
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10 Enjoy the ocean

8 Surfing the wave
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Bushell’s
Words: Allan Taylor Photos: SUP North

So what is this new division of
stand up you have been hearing
about? Supposedly a combination
of stand up paddle boarding mixed
with a football, floating goal posts
and paddles with holes in? Sounds
strange…Allan Taylor from SUP
North sheds more light while
telling the tale of when a BBC
journalist visited for a knock up.
SUP polo is a team based game where
participants race around on stand up paddle
boards trying to get possession of the ball to
ultimately score in the opponent’s goal. This
is made easier with a Wholy Paddle – quite
literally a paddle with a hole in it, designed to
scoop and carry the ball with ease. To top
things off and make the action even faster, a
special inflatable twin tip SUP board has been
designed. It's 36” wide and has the same
shape nose and tail with small fins at each
end – rather like a giant kite or wake board.
This makes switching direction a breeze.
Paddles, boards and goals are available to buy
from your local Starboard supplier. Anyone
with links to a SUP club should get involved.
It’s an easy way to increase club night meets,
have some fun with SUP indoors and maybe
increase participation levels.

A question for SUP North
How do you get Mike Bushell, the sports presenter from BBC Breakfast – renowned for
trying over 400 new sports – to come to your local pool?

Answer
Just drop him a tweet asking him to come and play a game of SUP polo at your local pool and
he will reply with: ‘yes I would be delighted. This is just the sport I've been looking for to freshen
up Saturday mornings. Can I come tomorrow?’ Needless to say we were all over it.
So, with a few more tweets to organise a date and time and couple of photos to show Mike what
the sport is all about, we had BBC sport presenter Mike Bushell on one of our teams at a Friday
evening game of SUP polo. Coverage on national TV? Yes please!?
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breakfast
SUP polo hits the Beeb
We only started playing SUP polo in
Southport at the beginning of the year
(2016), but already we're full for every
session. We have a great mixture of paddlers
from all ages and levels of experience giving
it their all, as well as plenty of enthusiastic
spectators and supporters. It’s great for
mass participation SUP. And super fun –
let’s not forget that element!
Mike absolutely loved the game and took
part fully – passing, scoring and
occasionally falling in as two teams battled
to snag goals against each other. All the
while the action was filmed both from
poolside by a cameraman and in the water
with several GoPro action cameras (my
favourite if anyone follows me online).

To participate in SUP polo a little previous
experience paddle boarding is essential and
many clubs and schools are now offering
indoor beginner sessions right through the
winter period. These same clubs and schools
are also offering SUP polo sessions for
people that can already paddle – Central
SUP in the Midlands, The SUP Hut in South
Wales, Blue Chip in London and our own
session with SUP North in the North West.
Possibly by the time this article is in print
there will be more centres offering the
same. Some have even suggested that SUP
polo could end up in the Olympics. That’s a
long way off so we’ll have to see. The fact
remains, however, that SUP polo is a great
way to encourage more paddlers to take up
stand up with the added element of being
involved in a team sport. It’s yet another
example of how diverse SUP is – there’s
nothing quite like it!

Interviews

After the games had finished Mike took time
to interview some of the players; 9 year old
local boy Daniel who came to play with his
Dad, SUP Sarah who had travelled from the
Wirral to take part and Phil, a retired aircraft
builder from Yorkshire, who made the trip
over just to get a chance to join in with the
action. And last but not least SUP North's
Lucy, who was on hand to referee.
Mike also indicated he would love to come and
paddle open waters with SUP North on
Southport's marine lake, possibly heading to
the sea later in the year. He also vowed he
would be back to play more SUP polo in the
future and can see the potential of it becoming
much bigger than it currently stands.
SUP polo is due to feature on BBC Breakfast
around the middle of February so keep your
eyes peeled. (By the time you read this article
the programme will have aired, but we’re sure
the episode will be available on iPlayer and
the Sup North guys will be posting to social
media if you should miss it – Ed).
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Contact
For more info on a local
centre where you can
take part or to find out
about local and national
contests go to the new
Facebook group SUP
Polo UK.
www.facebook.com/grou
ps/1648836485367076
SUP polo will also be at
some of the main SUP
events this year,
including supbikerun
and The National
Watersports Festival.
Stay tuned…

We started Surf Steps 10 years ago and,
by doing so, pioneered the first surf school
on the Hampshire/Dorset coast. A lot of
people said, “It will never work,” but we
believed in the dream – and we’re still
here! Along came SUP, so we did the same
and set out to see where it could lead to.

Words and Photos:
Andy Joyce

We weren’t exactly SUP development leaders in the early days
of the sport; there were many other excellent groups and
organisations developing SUP at the same time. Although
looking back, pre-2011 we were working in relative isolation,
which made it hard but rewarding to achieve what we did. We
sure learnt a lot!
Based on this reflection, here’s a look at how we got into SUP,
the developments since then and what’s next…

Aug 2007, the seeds of SUP
We were involved with a charity called Surf Relief, who used
adaptive equipment to give children with disabilities a great
in-water surfing experience. We used really large surfboards,
put the students on the front, paddled into waves and, with the
instructor/guide at the back, surfed in tandem. To help us
provide the sessions locally in Bournemouth, Surf Relief gave
us a tandem board.
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Schooled!
Surf Steps step into SUP

Winter 2007
We started seeing SUP media, mainly from the States. Paul
Clarke, from the now closed Bournemouth Surfing Centre,
landed some SUP gear in Bournemouth.
Paul invited me to have a go and we paddled together a few
times on his new SUP gear. We could certainly see the
potential. It’ll be perfect for us as a flat water alternative to
surfing, it has a generally easier initial progression and a
chance to wear those board shorts and bikinis on the water
without freezing! The South Coast goes flat for ages and a lot
of the original Bournemouth SUP Crew come from a surf
background. I believe most of us used SUP initially to keep fit,
have fun and get in (on) the water more often. For many of us,
it led to a shift in our focus.2012-13 the Modern Age
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Spring 2008 – our first gear
The photo on the far left is our first paddleboard. The
tandem board from Surf Relief. 11ft x 28” wide, shown next
to a 10f x34” whopper. Narrow!
The photo on the left is our first paddle – made of wood,
from Alder Sportswear. Who knows where they got it from,
it’s certainly one of a kind. The blade was not symmetrical
in its outline shape and looks like a spoon!

April 2008: where are we going to get
soft SUP boards from?
At the time, and coming from a surfing school background,
we thought soft skinned SUP boards were the only option. I
realise now, due to no incidents at the school and general
acceptance, that hard boards are ok to teach beginners in
flat water.
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Enter Liquid Shredder. We had just tried their boards for
adaptive surfing with Surf Relief. Soft skinned, they were
constructed from an EPS core with wooden stringers and then
covered in a vinyl skin. Unfortunately on our flint covered
beach they eventually ended up more patched than original!
Though they let in water, they were buoyant. They were so
heavy at the end of a session you had to drain the water out
before you could lift them up. Next we added in some
Ainsworth alloy paddles and… BOOM! We were ready to
provide SUP lessons for customers.

2009-2010 Surf SUP!
This period was quite a quiet time in regards to flat water
development for us, mainly involving fine-tuning of our
services and equipment. The big thing we were doing at this
time was getting into surf SUP. Coming from 32 years of
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surfing I thought it would be easy… Not so much! It was like
going back to being a first timer. We had many laughs whilst
falling off and missing waves.

2011 Open water, exploring and racing
2011 brought lots more developments, especially SUP racing.
I saw my first race boards and bought my first carbon paddle.
We started getting involved in providing safety cover at races
and events with BaySUP. We learnt how to set courses up and
important lessons; one being to not use large inflatable
buoys in strong off-shore winds. In the sea, you might never
see them again!

The future: moving forward
We pride ourselves on getting more people in the water and, most
importantly, getting the experience right for first timers. But it’s what
to offer people who want to SUP after this that will be crucial for the
future development of the sport. We’re finding and laying out clearer
pathways to develop along, from first timer to expert – whether it’s on
flatwater, in the surf or the open sea.
Based on this we are developing specialist courses in different
locations, offering coaching and technical info for flat water, surf and
open water with downwind sessions.

2012-13 the Modern Age
We started our relationship with Tushingham, buying our first hard
SUP boards from them (Starboard Whoppers and Atlases). The
support we had from them was fantastic; if we needed help, we got it!
Marketing, support, logistics and equipment, all from the dedicated,
passionate, fun and friendly team.
We continued to get this support as we moved onto the Red Paddle
Co. Inflatables or iSUPs have been an amazing equipment
development for our school. They’re safe, light, incredibly tough and
easy to store. Some of the boards we have are four years old, and
we’ve never had to fix a puncture or the structure. On our flint covered
beach at Boscombe, that’s hard to beat.
SUP has changed our operation and all the people involved so
positively. The only frustration now is that we have to do whatever
suits the conditions as we don’t often use ‘back beach’ alternative
location options. For most of our new beginner customers, if the sea’s
rough or windy we surf and if it’s flat and calm we SUP. It works out
well as customers, staff and indeed the sports benefit from people
doing both. It’s funny to think that we had to convince people that
SUP was great fun when we started. Now we get customers who only
want it and won’t consider surfing!

Looking back on our SUP history, we’ve learnt that if you develop in
isolation, your determination, inspiration and ability to work hard is
strengthened. We also learnt to get guidance, help and share
experiences with others and found our SUP services developed
rapidly. One of our main aims is to help your development in SUP –
want to progress safer, faster, with better information and technique
or perhaps even get into coaching? Then get in touch!

Author:
Andy Joyce is a passionate surf/SUP athlete and coach, hailing
from New Zealand and Director of Surf Steps Surf and SUP
school.
Achievements include:
l
l

l

l
l

UKSUP National Champion 2015 (12’6” Mens).
GB squad member at the ISA world paddle board champs,
Mexico 2015 (SUP Distance and Technical racing).
International Surfing Association (ISA) Surf and SUP coach
educator.
Surf Life Saving Great Britain (SLSGB) trainer/assessor.
Foundation Degree in Sports Science (Coach and Athlete
Development) Distinction-Bournemouth University.

For more info visit:
www.surfsteps.co.uk
Tel: 07733895538,
info@surfsteps.co.uk
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BLUE CHIP HOLDS THE LARGEST STOCKS OF SUP BOARDS, PADDLES & ACCESSORIES IN LONDON & THE
UK. WE OFFER THE BEST PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE. COME AND VISIT US AT OUR HIGH STREET STORE
WE OPEN OUR DOORS AT 07:30, BLUE CHIP - MORE THAN JUST AN INTERNET STORE!

The ASI is recognised as the World leader in
the provision of qualified SUP instructors and
accredited schools. Blue Chip is proud to have
a 100% ASI recognition standard.

SINCE 2009 WE HAVE BEEN SETTING THE STANDARD FOR OTHERS TO FOLLOW
l

l

l

l

l

l

Since 2009, the largest and most active ‘Stand Up Paddleboard’ club in the UK
Blue Chip SUPer Club is a fully inclusive and a ‘non-profit making’ club
Adventure paddling, river, lake and pool training for club members
Club paddles are free for club members
Record breaking viewings of our illustrated blog – paddling twice a week every week
Often imitated - never duplicated

The First ASI accredited SUP
School in Europe for Flat
Water and Coastal Open
Water conditions.
Principle and head
instructor:
Brian Johncey
There is no substitute for
Knowledge, Experience and
Passion

www.BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk
020 8715 0040 94 ChurCh hIll roAd, CheAm, Surrey, Sm3 8lJ
info@BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk

When the words: “Yeah shouldn’t be a problem”
came out my mouth during a meeting at Scottish
TV back in mid-July (2015) little did I know the
rollercoaster SUP journey I had inadvertently set
myself up for.
Words and pics:
Ian Cormack (SUP Ecosse)

Stand Up 4 The Kids –
I know how one rousing speech can cause
Scots to rise up and take on any challenge
but it’s fair to say my emails didn’t cause
anything like the stampede that Mel Gibson
had managed. Not daunted by the response
I resorted to plan B and switched my focus
to south of the border. I intended to trick
our old foe – knowing that my promise of a
weekend of deep fried Mars bars and free
whisky couldn’t fail.

For a while I had been talking about
completing a number of potentially
adventurous paddles and so I thought if
those journeys were ever going to be
undertaken then they may as well be
done for charity. So when a chance
meeting with a friend set me up with a
further meeting with the charity
representative for STV things started to
move faster than a greased weasel on a
17ft downwind board. The rep listened
intently to my master plans for 2016
before taking a breath and saying:
“What’re the chances of doing
something before October 2015?”
Intimidated by the signed pictures of
Rab C Nesbitt, Rod Stewart and Lorraine
Kelly on the canteen walls what could I
say? Stand Up 4 The Kids was born!

Soon the team was complete and contained
a huge amount of paddling experience. The
volunteers consisted of Stacey Smithson
Grey, Dave Adams (UK Paddlesports Dave),
Neil Craig, Allistair Swinsco and myself,
with Joanne Hamilton Vale volunteering her
services at the eleventh hour as a
replacement. Not bad going for a paddle in
Scotland to support a Scottish charity – the
majority of the participants had very
tenuous links to Scotland. Allistair and Neil
live quite close to Scotland, Joanne was
born here but moved due to the sky being
too close to the ground. Dave loves
paddling in Scotland and Stacey had
always fancied a trip to Scotland! Tenuous
indeed. I also have to thank Dean Dunbar at
this stage who kindly volunteered to turn
up should anybody call off within the last
72 hours – he was dangerously close to
taking my spot.

The first problem I had to tackle was finding
another five paddlers who were as
enthusiastic as I was. Normally the River
Clyde isn’t the first place in the UK you
would choose to spend 24 hours paddling.
On reflection it probably sounded as
appealing as a night at home by the fire
chewing tin foil – what was I thinking?
Resorting to the tried and trusted method of
Facebook I set out to try and convince a
number of fellow Scottish SUPers to share
my journey. I have watched Braveheart and
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charity begins at

home
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each person with about 90 minutes in
between each session. Paddling through the
night meant we all got to see the city close
itself down, witness some of the late night
happenings within the city and then watch it
all kick-start back into action a few hours
later. We were never short of spectators as the
river-side footpath always seemed to have a
few characters walking along no matter what
time of night. Offering moral support, booze,
congratulations, abuse or help paddling the
next stint, it was an experience to say the
least! We were also visited by a seal in the
early morning hours which made the news
given that a seal this far up the Clyde was
pretty much unheard of. (The same could
have been said for SUPers). During the day we
were given plenty of support although we
doubted that anybody actually knew what we
were doing. The ones that asked generally
replied: "why?" which was a fair enough
question in the grand scheme of things.

The next problem was the legalities and red
tape of running a charity event in a city
centre. Assuming everybody in the City of
Glasgow authority would be bowled over by
my enthusiasm to raise money I foolishly
believed red tape would be waived and
people would be bending over backwards to
smooth the passage. Wrong answer. After all
if your risk assessment contains paddling in
a city centre, on a flowing river, with a four
metre tidal range and at times a 30ft climb
down a ladder – in the dark – what could
possibly go wrong?

The paddle itself raised in
excess of £1600 for the STV
Children’s Appeal. I have to
take this opportunity to
thank all the paddlers and
the support team of Wendy,
Alison, Ali, Carol Anne and
official starter Kaydey who in
most cases travelled a long
distance and self-funded the
whole event. I would also like
to thank Joanne Hamilton
Vale for helping me sort the
insurance policy and
contributing massively to the
payment cost of the policy.
So what next…?

With permission’s granted, risk assessments
complete, police informed and safety boat in
place, the day of the event arrived more
quickly than I anticipated and before we
could say: "that river looks very cold".
Timed to commence during the live STV show,
on Thursday night, we made our way to the
ladder and Joanne and Stacey disappeared
down into the darkness. The remaining team
and support crew readied the fireworks and
we prepared ourselves for 15 minutes of glory
on national TV – which it is fair to say never
happened. The fireworks launched and the
girls set off west towards Glasgow’s Science
Centre – the first turn marker opposite the SS
Waverley steam ship. Although it was past
9pm the ambient light levels were pretty high
given the amount of colourfully lit Scottish
landmarks along the route – including the
Squinty Bridge, SECC, Quay Casino and brand
new UFO like Hydro events arena.

Thursday, after the fog cleared about midday,
turned out to be perfect with hardly a cloud in
the sky and made for some great pictures. We
were joined by a couple of other paddlers as
well. One of those, and massive respect to this
guy, was a city worker (complete with shirt,
tie and brogues) who gave us a donation in
return for a quick five minute paddle on the
river. His exact words being: "I can’t turn down
a chance like this to paddle in my own city
centre". Kitted out with lifejacket he set off
with Stacey for a few selfies with the Hydro as
a backdrop - some story to tell when he got
back after his lunch! Amazingly he stayed dry
too, but brogues definitely aren’t the way
ahead for paddling on Scottish rivers.

The loop was exactly two miles and to satisfy
the local authorities we initially worked in
pairs, paddling with one person dropping off
after each loop meaning four mile stints for
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FREE
PADDLE
WITH EVERY

BOARD
Use promo code

FatStick12

PETER EDKINS
8’6 WAVE FISH // PORTHLEVEN

SMALL BRAND,
BIG PERFORMANCE
From

£399
Performance SUPs
at affordable prices

See the full range at

fatstick.co.uk
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In

‘Nam
Vietnam SUP adventures
Words: Mark Rose
Photos: SUP Monkey
39
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My wife and I have travelled to Asia
many times over the years. Every time
we spoke to people in the East about
Vietnam they all had the same thing to
say – “it’s AMAZING”! After a trip to
Kuala Lumpur and eating in a
recommended Vietnamese restaurant
we thought if the food is this good, we
have to go to Vietnam.
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Since that meal
we have been to Vietnam five times and it is
a truly amazing place. They have a
wonderful country; very friendly people,
fabulous food, so much rich history and
SUPing, if you know where to look. The late
Keith Floyd once said of Vietnam and its
happy people, "Vietnam is like a smiling
snake - step on its tail and it will bite you,
stroke it and it will love you."
As good as Vietnam is, we always find
ourselves gravitating back towards the
middle of the country just south of Danang,
a little town called Hoi An which only a
handful of years ago was a sleepy fishing
village but, with its Unesco World Heritage
status, is fast becoming very popular with
tourists.
Staying just outside the town on Cua Dai
beach at a wonderful Vietnamese hotel
called The Victoria Hoi An Resort and Spa,
we have had many great holidays. This
April whilst sitting on the beach after
windsurfing, I got thinking – there must be
some SUPing going on around there, it's the
perfect place. After a quick google, up came
SUPMonkey HoiAn. The next day I found
myself waiting on the hotel steps at 6am
looking for, as described in the email, "the
old guy with the tattoos on the motor bike".
I described myself back as the old guy
without the tattoos!
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Bang on time Craig Ryan turned up and the
adventure began as we whizzed off into the
back roads of Hoi An to Craig's house. Craig
is a brilliant Australian guy who has
decided to settle in Vietnam for a while to
SUP and surf and runs
www.supmonkey.net.
At the house SUPs were loaded onto a two
wheel long sack barrow to be towed by the
motor bike, or should I say by the pillion
passenger (ME)! With my arms behind my
back, holding onto the handles of the
barrow, we chugged off into the
Vietnamese countryside. After surviving
my first ever motor bike ride, we pulled off
the track by a small creek and unloaded
the iSUPs into the glass calm water. I think
the locals had used rolling pins to remove
all the ripples from the water before we got
there.
It was still only 6.30am, so nice and cool. I
have since read on Craig's web page that
some people start at 4.30am; if you want
you can experience the sunrise tour and
insomnia! To say what I saw en-route was
brilliant is such an understatement. I have
been very fortunate in my life to have a go
at life's little challenges and this was
certainly up there with the best of them,
real bucket list material.

The coffee stop
was typically
Craig and so
Vietnamese – it
certainly wasn't
Starbucks. We
paddled up to a
small, old,
slightly derelict
house, tied up
the SUPs and
were met by an
old Vietnamese
lady who spoke
no English

Back on the SUPs, buzzing with life and
stratospheric coffee, we set off for the main
estuary where a gigantic new road bridge is
currently under construction. As the bridge
is not completed, the locals on their motor
bikes queue every morning, like ants on
little ramshackle piers, to take a boat ride
over to the other side of the estuary.

From our small launching point we
meandered around various tributaries, some
very narrow and then larger ones to enter
the main estuary which leads out to the sea.
We paddled through a few tiny villages with
bridges so low you needed to kneel down to
get under. All the time Craig supplied
amusing tales on what it is like to go native
in Vietnam and what to look out for. An
added bonus on the trip, Craig is always
taking pictures on his Go Pro which he then
sends out as a great souvenir of your trip.

SUPing past one of these piers, a man started
shouting at us and beckoning us over. Craig
explained he wanted a go at SUPing, so we
turned around. Craig donated his SUP and
paddle to the man who was fully clothed and
ready for work. After a few basic instructions
off I went with my new found SUP friend. As
expected, the Vietnamese can turn their hand
to anything and with no wobbles, no
worrying. Our man had a free SUP lesson,
then back to the pier to continue with his
journey and we with ours.

The coffee stop was typically Craig and so
Vietnamese – it certainly wasn't Starbucks.
We paddled up to a small, old, slightly
derelict house, tied up the SUPs and were
met by an old Vietnamese lady who spoke
no English. I should say at this point that I
am not a coffee drinker normally and
definitely not as the first drink of the day. I
was thinking, I wonder where the water
comes from for the coffee – we’re
surrounded by canals, will it be well boiled?
Craig then announced, “It’s iced coffee.” I
did think, thank goodness I am up to date
with my jabs!

After a second quick stop on a fishing beach
for some water, we paddled out into the main
estuary to SUP under the new road bridge.
Craig advised that it was best to call out to
the workers above to let them know were
SUPing under the bridge. A few months
earlier during construction they had a bit of a
tidy up so concrete blocks, iron work, you
name it came raining down into the river
very close to Craig. I don't think an inflatable
SUP is any match for a concrete block
dropped from 50 feet, but it would be
interesting to see what bounced back up in
the air – the rider or the concrete block?

Two coffees arrived in small, whiskey-type
glasses, both containing about one inch of
jet black coffee at the bottom with a huge
piece of ice in each glass. After surviving the
motor bike ride and paddling in unfamiliar
waters, what harm could a little coffee do?
That iced coffee was the best coffee I have
ever tasted in my life, I am already planning
to go back to Vietnam to do that SUP tour
again just to have the coffee!
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It’s worth
avoiding
November to
January as it is
the rainy season
You can find Craig on his web site at
www.supmonkey.net and he will try and
show you the real side of Vietnam. His tour
size maximum is eight, and if a group is
larger than four people then he puts on a
second guide. His sunrise beach tours are
the most popular, ideal for beginners with a
stop halfway – and you get to see the
sunrise over Cham Island.

Eventually all good things have to come to
an end and we seemed to be back at the
creek that we’d started from in no time at
all. We had covered about 8km in just over
two hours and, as promised, after dropping
off the SUPs and barrow at Craig's house, I
was back at The Victoria Hotel just in time
for a shower and late breakfast.

River tours are also popular, plus you get an
extra workout depending on the tides.

Getting to Vietnam
Vietnam Airlines fly direct to Vietnam from the UK. Most other airlines will get
you to either Ho Chi Minh or Hanoi. From both you can fly to Da Nang and then
it’s a 25-minute taxi to Hoi An.

Beautiful wilderness
Craig has found a beautiful wilderness area
outside Hoi An where you paddle on the
river with the current and the motor bikes
pick you up at the end. It’s worth avoiding
November to January as it is the rainy
season, although sometimes good for
surfing.

If you are feeling adventurous and do not want another flight then take a local
train to Da Nang. The trains are like paddle boarding, they are an adventure…
They are very basic, cheap and very, very slow but leave and arrive on time about
12-17 hours later, depending on your route.
Read up on Vietnam before you go as it sets the flavour of the country. They have
no animosity to anyone, even after what happened to them in the Vietnam War.
The Americans dropped 7,850,000 tons of bombs on Vietnam, so Vietnam has
approximately 25 million bomb craters and still they could not be defeated.

It’s worth briefly mentioning Hoi An old
town. It is changing, but you will not find
any Starbucks, McDonalds and the usual
globalisation. What you will find are no cars
in the town – in the evening even motor
bikes have to be switched off and pushed
through the streets. If you go in early (6am)
to avoid the crowds, you can still see a 13th
century town waking up, warts and all.

In Hoi Chi Minh take a half day trip with
Saigon Express to the Chi Chi Tunnels and
discover how the Vietnamese went
underground to survive the war and
constant bombings. You can have a blast
with an AK47, 10 rounds for $17(US) – not
very PC, but sometimes it has to be done.
If you don't like reading and you are still not
sure if Vietnam is for you then there is always
the BBC’s Top Gear Vietnam special in which
Vietnam and its people made even the great
Jeremy Clarkson lost for words. Now that is
saying something!
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*Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
*Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£529.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

£549.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

£599.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

£579.00

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

Cruiser

ISUP

£799.00

£699.00

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

10'x30"x4"
Weight-12.5KG
Volume-180lt
10'6"x30"x4"
Weight-13KG
Volume-190lt

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups

The summer didn’t really arrive in the west coast of Scotland... It
was wet, the Primaloft jacket didn’t reach its summer resting
place and worst of all there was no wind or waves to satisfy the
windsurfers and surfers among us.
Autumn provided the perfect weather for surfing the never
ending waves on Loch Lomond, but still no major swell to speak
of. Fortunately a friend’s wedding in Dublin gave us the perfect
excuse to get across to the west coast of Ireland to hunt for some
waves that we were badly needing.
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SUP HUNTING
in

Words: Doug Paton
Pics: Kayleigh Scott Photography and Janey Campbell
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Upon leaving Dublin,
we headed in convoy to Achill Island. We camped up with a few beers and
awaited what the morning would bring. Overnight the van was blasted by
the wind and sand so hard that I was surprised to find it still had paint on
it in the morning. The main strand at Keel Beach was our first port of call
and we found the swell absolutely pumping. However, so was the wind in a
cross-on direction. It was huge and messy and therefore the SUP boards
stayed in the van in favour of windsurfers and kites. We braved up to logo
high waves and a heavy rip for a short time before calling it a day. That
night we camped up at Keel Lough and the girls took the paddleboards out
to explore all corners of this remote spot.
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I rode the left a good few times, which was
fun. It broke, steepened up for a few turns,
before mellowing and then jacking up steeper
on the inside. It was a good long ride and
broke so predictably. It worked well from low
tide to mid, before the deeper water made for
a fat wave that became difficult to catch. The
high tide meant the exit was sketchy, as the
sea meets the rocky shore defences.

The next day, we moved on. There was no
major wind to speak of and we were heading
ultimately towards NW Donegal as we were
chasing a big windsurf day on Thursday.
We stopped in at a busy spot called
Strandhill. This is one of the most accessible
spots for the town of Sligo and hence was
fairly crowded. With the pushing tide and no
wind, the waves breaking over the rocky
section at the left hand end of the carpark
were perfectly formed. More of a
longboarders wave on the day we were
there, but a nice peeling left and right. As
soon as I paddled out, I received the usual
warm reception that a foreign paddle surfer
receives from the local surf crew. Despite
this, most were chatty and friendly.

After drying off, we visited a few bars – in
particular ‘The Strand’, which is a mix of surf
après bar and traditional Irish bar. It had a
nice atmosphere and, like most Irish pubs,
sold great Guinness. Having camped at
Strandhill, we had breakfast at the surf café
called ‘Shells’ – which is well worth a visit –
before heading on our travels further north.

On the road north we stopped in at
Bundoran to check out ‘The Peak’ but with a
small swell and the wrong tide, nothing was
happening so we continued towards our
destination called Magheroarty in the North
West. This is a long strand with a pier and
reef at the left hand end and multiple beach
break options along its length. We camped
up in the dunes and my girlfriend and I
used the last of the light to go for a sunset
flat water paddle session in the tidal lagoon
inside the main strand. The flat water was
combined with fast flowing tidal streams,
which made for a slightly more exciting
session than your average calm evening
paddle. The short autumn days meant it
was dark early and we huddled around a
BBQ at the back of the van as the expected
wind blew up.
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The flat water
was combined
with fast flowing
tidal streams,
which made for a
slightly more
exciting session
than your
average calm
evening paddle

By morning the boys attempted a kite and a
windsurf, but I didn’t bother as it was
borderline windy enough and just rode the
knee high morning waves on the
paddleboard. The swell was due to pick up.
Magicseaweed was showing almost flat in
the morning yet building to over 14ft with a
long period by that evening. When the tide
started to push, the swell started pumping.
What a difference a few hours make. The
wind fully dropped off and in the afternoon
we were presented with sets of up to head
high and above with only our group there to
enjoy them.

The local shortboard rippers
were out at the reef beyond the pier at the left hand end. This wave, which looked double
overhead, looked fantastic but I didn’t venture out as it looked out my league. Some came to
the beach as the face was too bumpy! Our crowd stuck to the beautiful peeling rights that
were exploding off the horizon. My first stands out as my best ever… I dropped in on an
overhead high right hand wave, and immediately raced down the line avoiding my friends
before glancing over my shoulder and cutting back left on my toes like only a goofy footer
can! After hitting the whitewater, I headed off down the line and pumped it over a slight
flatter section before clearing the steep inside section all the way to the beach.
The board I was using was my trusted Loco 8’11 with K4 Fins. It has enough glide to catch
the fast moving waves and once on the face has a progressive enough outline to allow me to
turn tightly and pivot about the back foot. I’m not Kai Lenny, but I was having the most fun
ever and this stick was just spot on. The rest of the boys and girls were enjoying wave after
wave and it only stopped when the tide reached the top and we were all too tired to go on.

Windsurf day of the century
After another campfire with everyone gazing into the fire whilst wrapped in down and woolly
hats, we settled in expecting big Thursday to be the windsurf day of the century… In the
morning, it was there, but with too much east in it – for those who know Magheroarty, that’s
bolt offshore! So an 8am lagoon session was had before packing up and heading to a quaint
local Irish pub to drink Guinness and have some local seafood.
The next day, we got up and headed back to Larne to our ferry. A 2.5 hour drive means it’s so
accessible from mainland UK that it is almost criminal that some of those beautiful waves go
unridden. Get yourself in the van, take your windsurfer or kite – as it might be windy – pack
your SUP and surfboard and get over there. You don’t have an excuse not to…
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Keeping it in the family – Jason, Joe and T

Where’s home and your local
SUP put in?

We live in West Cornwall so our local spots
are endless for all types of paddling. Todd’s
favourite is Gwithian for surfing and we all
race train in Carbis bay with the St Ives Bay
SUP club.

Tell us how you discovered
stand up paddle boarding?
(Jason) A few years ago I got a 12’ SUP
from my brother (who was already a
paddler for recreation) for some light wind
wave sailing, started paddling it, flat and
small waves and some local touring. That
was It, I was hooked and the rest is history!
(Todd and Joe) Dad and our Uncle Carl got
us paddling as often as possible but it was
in France in 2014 with the warm water that
we both really started to love it!

Were you into any other
watersports before? If so, do
you still practice these?
(Jason) I've always been into watersports
from a very early age, surfing,
wakeboarding, windsurfing etc., and have
had my boys bodyboarding from a young
age. I now have the perfect balance as I
SUP surf, race and windsurf. All the sports
complement each other perfectly.

Other than each other, who do
you mainly paddle with?
All three of us are members of St Ives Bay
SUP club and paddle as much as possible
with all the guys and girls there. Club

coaches Glenn Eldridge and Ollie Shilston
are both fantastic paddlers with a great
pedigree and passion for the sport.

With travel in mind are you
heading anywhere this winter
to escape the UK’s cold
weather?

Are your sessions a mix of
surf and flat water or do you
aim for a specific set of
conditions?

As a family we toured from Brittany to
Basque Country this summer so it's 5mm
of neoprene and the Cornish coast this
winter!

(Todd and Jason) If there are good waves
we will always surf first, flat water second.
However, given our unique location and the
growing trend to race in waves, we often
train on race boards in the rough stuff!

Do you have any SUP spots to
visit on your bucket lists??
(Jason) I want to do the Molokai Race
before I'm 50 (now 46) but in the short
term we are planning a trip to Sri Lanka in
the not too distant future.

Where’s your favourite UK
place to paddle – what makes
it special?

(Todd) I have every intention of one day of
paddling into one of the world’s big waves,
ideally Jaws. But after surfing double overhead already, I need to get a bit bigger!

(Jason) For touring I love the eastern side of
the Lizard to Falmouth Bay including the
Helford and Fal rivers. However Mounts Bay
and St Michael’s Mount takes some beating.

There are many great paddlers
coming through the ranks in
the UK – who do you look up to
and get inspiration from?

(Todd) The goat track entry to the waves at
Gwithian. It's where I started SUP surfing and
it's now my favourite peak.
(Joe) St Ives Bay when it's sunny, flat and the
seals are about. I'm more chilled than my dad
and younger brother!

For all of us it has to be Ollie Shilston. He has
a great attitude towards the sport, works a
lot bringing on other people and is a
cracking athlete!

What about overseas – where’s
that gem of location and why
should other paddlers head
there?

What about globally – who
lights your fire and makes
you want to get out on the
brine?

Can't really tell you as it's still kind of a
hidden gem, unspoilt and most
importantly uncrowded!
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Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics: Jason Sawyer
Father and sons SUP trio Jason, Joe and Todd Sawyer are a familiar
team within the UK’s SUP scene. Continuing with SUP Mag UK’s
theme of family paddling partnerships, we caught up with the pair
for a natter and to delve into their paddling life to find out what
gets them stoked on stand up.

Todd Sawyer interview
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Tell us about your SUP goals
for 2016. What do you want to
achieve next season?

Have you got a magic set up in
your SUP arsenal?
After watching Connor Baxter off the beach
start with a handle on either rail I changed
mine to the same, which has proved really
successful for fast starts combined with my
K4 fin. Great stability and it doesn't matter
if you smack the bottom as it’s plastic! Lots
of practice is recommended though.

(Jason) As with this year, we will be surfing
and racing as much as possible and
enjoying our paddling. Todd wants to train
hard all year ready for Watergate 2016 and I
want to be one of the fastest old men on a
12’6! Joe is just happy paddling and
chilling.

What do you think about the
UK’s stand up scene in general –
anything you’d like to see
change?

ln 2015 I paddled both the Caledonian canal
and the Scillies crossing with my blind friend
Dean Dunbar. These efforts have set the ball
rolling for our next challenge in 2016. Dean
(registered blind), Todd (15 years old) and I
are planning to complete the 11 cities nonstop. Bring on September 2016!

I could rant on a bit here but I'll stick what I
think are the key areas.
1. We need to sort out junior racing across
all organisations to provide athletes for
the future. Sam and Jamie did a great job
this year with the Red Paddle
competition but there are a few
youngsters that want to mix it with the
adults but have their own class.

Have you got a specific
training plan in mind to
achieve that?
The most important part of our challenge is
to light my board up like a Christmas tree
and practice night paddling with Dean to
see if he can track my board.

2. All organisations need to stop slagging
each other off and work together for ‘the
greater good’!
3. Good quality boards need to be cheaper.
Loads of people ask me about surf SUPs
but then you tell them the price and it's
the last you see them – not to mention
race boards at twice the price of a carbon
K1 kayak! It's all about economies of
scale I'm led to believe! Oh and I almost
forgot: loads more surf contests please!
Apart from that it's a brilliant friendly
sport spanning all generations and
abilities and long may it stay that way.

Do you do any land based
activities that help with SUP?
This year all three of us competed in the
cracking SUPBIKERUN triathlons. I did all
three, Todd did two and Joe one. I am an extriathlete so still cross train on my bike.
Winter will see lots of time in the pool though.
Joe works out a lot in the gym as well.

Talk to us about your gear –
what kit are you currently
rocking and why?

Where do you see the biggest
growth of the sport?

Jimmy Lewis UK very kindly support Todd
and I with our race board and surf SUPs. The
surf boards are fantastic. They are from the
mind of an actual Hawaiian shaper and
perform so well in British waves. The race
boards are really exciting at the moment
with the need for more stable, fast boards
arising and the constant development by
Jimmy in that area. Watch this space for
2016.

Leisure, recreation and touring style
paddling as it’s so easy to access, cheaper
and very rewarding

Quick fire – bacon or sausage,
dogs or cats, blonde or
brunette, tea or coffee and
black or blue?
((Jason) Sausage, dog, blonde, coffee and
blue.

(Todd) 12’6 U-Boat and a 80L super tech
surf board.

(Joe) Both, dogs, both, tea and blue.

(Jason) 12’6 Stilleto and a 110L 8’7 Stun
Gun.

(Todd) Bacon, dogs, too young, tea and
blue.

(Joe) I was the jammy lad who won the 12’6
Starboard Race at Sup the Creek! I have
used the Jimmy Lewis Stilleto inflatable and
a 14’ Red Paddle Elite though this year.
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Any final shout outs?
Mrs Sarah Sawyer, we all love you for
putting up with us three and looking
after us when we come out of the
water. Big thank you to Ian Phillips
and Jimmy Lewis SUP UK for the
continued support. Bring on 2016!
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HOTROCKS!
DebatingSUP
racing’sfuture…
Words: Dr Bryce Dyer (Bournemouth University)
Photos: Georgia Wharton/Peter Tranter/Dave White www.davewhite.me

If SUP racing was a human being, then it would pretty
much still be in nappies. For example, there are new
styles of events springing up, whispers of Olympic Games
inclusion and rapid changes and diversity in board
design. And yet, with all of this happening, nothing is
strictly defined, the sport’s governance is fractured or
absent and everything feels up for grabs. The question is
though – where will the sport go? Could it go there? And
most of all, should it go there? In this article I thought I’d
open up some of the hot topics in SUP racing for debate.
Governance – who wants a slice of the pie?
Who actually governs SUP as a competitive sport may not be relevant to most
paddlers. Many of us just want to get out there and paddle, cross the odd finish
line and have some banter in the car park afterwards. However, how a sport is run
is integral to how it’s perceived, marketed and managed. Get it right and you
create a marketable product that everyone wants to be part of and that people
want to invest in. This can help create bigger events, increase visibility and help
drive its technological and sociological change. However, get it wrong and you
end up with multiple groups fighting for the same thing (like boxing), or be
riddled with conflicts of interest and corruption (as per international football’s
current woes).
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As SUP stands,
many wish or state claim to managing its
interests but these still struggle to gain traction
or credibility. Many countries don’t have their
own governing body which in turn can, for
example, create problems such as team selection
for any World Championships. We also have a
situation whereby two racing board standards
currently exist (14ft and 12.6ft) and as a result,
the best paddlers are being diluted between two
entirely different classes.

However, with any golden goose, there are risks. If
it went to the Olympics, the format of any SUP
racing would be limited. Other sports like
athletics and swimming are part of the Olympic
charter so are afforded a variety of racing types
and distances. However, as new sports are
adopted, there isn’t as much room to
accommodate them since the total number of
athletes that can compete at a games is fixed.
With recent Olympic adoptions such as triathlon,
only one distance format could be
accommodated.

Ultimately though, let’s say these issues could be
resolved. There are two likely destinations that
would stand to benefit a massive potential
increase in membership, cash and education if
adopting SUP. Considering the fact that the sport
uses a board and involves open water, it would
seem to lend itself to a surfing governing body to
look after it. However, also consider that there is
evidence that shows that stand up paddling in
canoes predates surfing by hundreds of years.

Aside from the Ironman brand, the Olympic
standard distance has now become the defacto
racing format that the wider public generally
recognises. SUP already has a diverse range of
race formats including everything from 200m
sprinting on a Naish One to the mammoth
endurance challenge of the 11 Cities Tour.
Likewise you can race in the turbulent froth of the
Payette River Games or hammer round the buoys
at the Pacific Paddle Games. Which one should
you choose to represent SUP? Defining a format
that the wider public associate with may
ultimately become a rod up its own back and
therefore limit the creativity or interest in new
racing formats – and just whilst the sport is still
learning to walk.

Plus, in the UK it has typically seen greater levels
of participation over the last two years of events
held on rivers, reservoirs and lakes from those of
the sea. With that in mind, a canoeing body may
well be a better fit. The question the sport should
ask itself is whether SUP at its heart is closest to
surfing with a paddle or canoeing standing up?
Once you get past this, it’s then on to the hot topic
of SUP and the Olympics.

The Olympics – the pinnacle of
sporting competition
The Olympic Games in its modern guise has been
around since 1896 and is typically considered the
highest pinnacle of sporting excellence. Over the
last 120 odd years, new sports have been
introduced, some have also long since been
confined to the archives (‘tug of war’ anyone?)
and every four years the event captures the public
imagination.

Technology – progress,
performance and advantages
that can’t easily be undone
Finally, whilst the notion of a ‘level playing field’
is often touted around in sport, I know from
professional experience that some ‘fields’ are
frankly more level than others. Whilst boards,
bikes or clothing might appear the same, you can
buy performance. The only reason people aren’t
often focusing on the tangible benefits of
technology in SUP is purely that most just don’t
have the tools, the methods or the motivation to
measure it.

Let’s assume for a moment that the sport enters
the Olympic pantheon, what then? Well, growth
for one. You’d get a massive surge in interest from
the millions of viewers watching the sport on their
TV. More people would want to join in and others
would want to be associated with it, either
personally or financially. It’s worth noting that
the membership of British Cycling skyrocketed
since the GB track cycling gold rush of 2008.

Bear in mind though that SUP paddlers are trying
to paddle through a liquid that is approximately
784 times denser than air. If you take this into
account, it becomes glaringly obvious that for
flatwater paddling at least, hydrodynamic drag is
something a paddler really needs to be concerned
with if they want to go their fastest. Buy a better
board and you’ll go faster for the same effort or
maintain the same speed you had for less.

It’s worth noting that the membership of
British Cycling skyrocketed since the GB track
cycling gold rush of 2008
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The grassroots, novice or larger
competitive paddler may not
have any interest in a sport
when the learning curve
becomes too steep or the
distance to their role models
too far away
Sadly though, the best board for any paddler is likely
to be a unique choice based upon their stance,
paddling style, race conditions, weight and actual
ability. Telling anyone what is optimal is either too
hard to predict without data or at best, an educated
guess. For example, any craft moving through water
will have its performance influenced by what is known
as its ‘Froude number’. To oversimplify, this value
dictates a craft’s hydrodynamic ability based upon a
ratio of its overall length to its width.
There are optimum values based on the speed a
paddler would typically be racing at and this is likely
narrower than the 25-30 inch wide boards that many
of us are currently racing on. Narrower is generally
faster and top UK paddlers such as Aaron Rowe or Jo
Hamilton Vale are now experimenting with boards that
are going narrower than 24 inches in width.
The danger of this is that the sport may lose its
inclusivity as it evolves for many to become
something of a balancing contest. The grassroots,
novice or larger competitive paddler may not have any
interest in a sport when the learning curve becomes
too steep or the distance to their role models too far
away. These concerns may well be part of the appeal
for some of the large fields seen in the Naish One
N1sco races in the UK this year.” With: “These concerns
may well be part of the reason that the recent Naish
One N1sco races saw such large fields.
In academic terms, we can often judge a technology’s
merits based upon how it influences participation,
whether it deskills or reskills a sport, affects safety or
changes its costs. The question for SUP is establishing
equipment rules that at least consider these openly
before it’s too late. For example, by the time full
length bodysuits were outlawed in swimming, they
had already been in use and debated for nearly a
decade. Athletes in the future will now have to try and
surpass records set by their predecessors whilst at a
competitive disadvantage.
All in all, SUP has a lot to think about. However, it’s come
a long way in a relatively short space of time and it’s a
credit to its popularity and appeal that it’s even having
such discussions in the first place. It does make you
think though where we’ll all be in 5-10 years’ time.
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Airton
Gollito

watermen in arms

SUP performers aren’t simply one trick
ponies – as many will already be aware.
In many cases paddlers come from
other ocean sports and are equally
gifted across multiple disciplines.
Airton Cozzolino and Gollito Estredo are
two cases in point. Both able to turn
their hand to a variety of watersports
and both outstanding ocean athletes…

Words:
Pics:
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Jeroen Aerts - Boards and More
John Carter and Jeroen Aerts
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There’s a stronger
the sky throwing his strapless surfboard
around and smashing it on his SUP, you
can clearly see the synergy of both lives.
And guess what? No longer does the king
of freestyle stick to his windsurf kit. The
young boy from El Yaque’s backstreets
that became the biggest freestyler of all
time, appears to show some serious skill in
flying a kite as well. Meanwhile, kite
genius Airton can be caught stealing
Gollito’s windsurf gear and throwing down
some killer freestyle moves, as well as
tackling impressive waves on his stand up
paddle board. Both multi-talented, both
skilled at a number of watersports and
both ultimate watermen…

connection between Airton Cozzolino and
Gollito Estredo than meets the eye. A
common ground one could say, between
the innovative kitesurfer/SUPer and
windsurf freestyle champ that dates back
to a time long before either of them
discovered their talents on the water.
Today Airton and Gollito have both
changed their destiny. They've managed
to use their talents to escape from the
poverty of their hometowns. By doing so,
they have set a brighter future for both
themselves and their families, while
showing the world of professional board
sports that where you come from can in no
way determine where you are going in life.
Nevertheless, after almost a decade on top
of their sports, both icons haven’t
forgotten their humble beginnings.

When you stumble upon the rare occasion
of talking to both at the same time you’ll
find that aside from their modest
upbringing, Airton and Gollito find a bond
in their shared love for the ocean, for their
family and for life itself.

When you see Airton and Gollito on the
water together, one spinning endlessly on
his windsurf gear, the other flying high in
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From the street…
Meanwhile, on the holiday island of Cape
Verde, Airton spends the vast majority of
his childhood in the ocean. The greeneyed kid is already at a young age used to
getting along on his own. With no father
around, Airton believes it’s just him and
his worn out surfboard against the world.
That is until he meets Libero, an Italian
kitesurfer who is charmed by Airton’s
infectious smile, and their joint love for
waves. Libero Cozzolino teaches Airton to
fly a kite and is hardly surprised when the
little surf boy takes off like he’s been
kiting his whole life. While on the water
Airton takes his new found favourite sport
into the waves of Punta Preta and an idea
grows in the mind of Libero Cozzolino. That
idea was to adopt the twelve-year-old
Cape Verdean, take him to Sardinia in
Italy, and train him for his first World Cup.
In time Airton’s SUP prowess is also
nurtured and these days you’ll find the
boy turned man from Cape Verde charging
wherever he finds himself!

Though both watermen grew up on
opposite sides of the globe, the
similarities between both Gollito’s youth
and that of Airton are painfully obvious.
With over 4,500 kilometres (2,784 miles) of
vast blue ocean between Gollito’s
hometown of El Yaque and Airton’s birth
island of Cape Verde, the misery of
growing up in two of the world’s poorest
backstreet places is equal.
Just a stone’s throw from the vibrant
windsurf community of El Yaque, the
young Jose Gollito Estredo shares a ragged
shed with his mother, his grandma, a
bunch of brothers and one sister. After
becoming World Champion Gollito will use
his well-earned prize money to build a real
house for his mother. But for now eightyear-old Gollito just runs after his bigger
brother, carrying his windsurf gear, hoping
to get some time on the water for himself.
Although Gollito enjoys every second he
can to jump and trick around, the thought
of becoming a professional windsurfer
hadn’t even crossed his mind.

Both multi-talented, both skilled at a number of
watersports and both ultimate watermen…
65
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…to the world stage
Good!’” Nevertheless, with the support of
Libero his adoptive father, Airton Cozzolino
perseveres, taking his first World Title in
2011. “Up until that world title, my father
would go everywhere with me. He still
supports me and flies to as many
competition stops as possible. I have so
much to thank him for!”

It takes more than just an endless bank of
new school tricks to make it in World Cup
events. At age 14 Gollito travels to Bonaire
with his board bag filled with new Fanatic
toys, ready to make his big windsurfing
debut. The pressure gets to the youngster,
who’s overwhelmed by the international
windsurf circus, and sets a disappointing
end result. “I kicked out some of the good
guys though!” Gollito proclaims. Never
having learned any English in his
hometown, travelling to different World
Cup events will remain a challenge for the
Venezuelan for years to come.

Air miles
“You should see my passport,” Airton
proclaims, “it’s totally stamped up. An
Italian passport is valid for ten years, but
it took me just half that time to fill it up.”
Today both Airton Cozzolino and Gollito
Estredo lead the way in their sports. “I
always travel with two passports,” Gollito
confirms. “One is almost totally full, so I
keep a back-up passport, just in case they
don’t want to put anymore stamps in the
first one!”

“I only learned to speak English while
travelling,” Airton recounts. “The only
words of English I knew were: ‘Yes! Super
good!' Like after my first heats in the
World Cup, journalists would come up to
me asking me about the gear: the answer
would be: ‘Yes! Super good!’ Airton? What
size of board where you using? ‘Yes! Super
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been telling my mum the same thing! She
works way too hard. I make enough
money to support the family, but she just
doesn’t want to stop working.”

Although both athletes have topped up
their bank accounts quite nicely these
past years, they still support their family
back home. “I finally convinced my
mother to stop working!” Gollito proudly
announces. “She’s been working as a
cleaning lady in a hotel. I’ve been telling
her she has to stop working for four years
now.” “It’s funny!” Airton chimes in, “I’ve
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Gollito kept his promise, buying a new
house in El Yaque for his mother. “But now
I support myself!” Gollito laughs! “I have
my own house, my own money.”
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Main pic:
Airton Cozzolino SUP
Inset pic:
Gollito Estredo
Freestyle

Quick questions:
What’s the best drink
in the world?
Airton: Red Bull
Gollito: I stick to water!

Favourite soccer
team?
Gollito: Real Madrid!
Airton: Then I’ll say Barcelona!

What’s the best place
in the world to kite?
Airton: Punta Preta, Cape Verde
Gollito: El Yaque, Venezuela

What’s the best place
in the world to
windsurf?

Watermen
Gollito is without a doubt the most dominant force in freestyle windsurfing, and Airton’s
skills in strapless riding and SUP surfing are out of this world. Nonetheless, both icons no
longer stick to the restrictions of their individual sports. During an unguarded moment
and away from ever-present journalists, Gollito Estredo can be caught flying a kite, while
Airton Cozzolino shows some true skill in wave windsurfing. ‘It wouldn’t be the first time
that I arrive on the beach to find my freestyle set up missing,’ Gollito says, ‘That’s just
how it goes. Airton takes my windsurf gear so I steal his kite equipment!’
And then, there’s SUP! Today Airton finds himself torn between two sports he loves with
all of his heart. Over the past year he's been trying to combine the kite and the SUP World
Tours, although it’s proved to be quite a challenge missing some of the most important
SUP events. So what will be Airton’s priority in 2016? ‘I can’t even tell myself.’ Airton
declares.
From two different places on the globe Airton Cozzolino’s and Gollito Estredo’s life stories
are remarkably similar. Both athletes show that with passion and a lot of stubbornness
and commitment you can make a better future for yourself and your family.

Gollito: El Yaque, Venezuela
Airton: Mauritius

What’s the best place
in the world to SUP?
Gollito: Cape Verde or Mauritius
Airton: Agree!

Fish or meat?
Airton: Meat
Gollito: Fish

Who’s the best
fisherman?
Gollito: Me!
Airton: Gollito, for sure!

Coffee or orange juice?
Gollito: Orange juice
Airton: Orange Juice
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Loch AWEsome
Words and photos: Dean Dunbar

Blind SUP part 3

December 2015:
Storm Desmond was not going to
stop us having our holiday!
We were off to Argyll Chalets on Loch
Awe, (Scotland’s longest freshwater
loch), and I was planning to SUP the
full 40km. This may not sound that
special but I am registered blind and
I hoped to do it without a sighted
guide. What could possibly go
wrong?

The forecast said there would be severe
weather warnings for most of the week, but
that there would be an eight hour gap on
December 8th between 7am and 3pm. That
would be my only window.
On Sunday we did a recce of my put-in at
Torran Bay. The small jetty was hidden
under water, due to recent flooding, as was a
nearby barbed wire fence – not good for my
inflatable 12.6ft Red Paddle Race.
Rhona, my land based eyes, found half a
dozen spots along the loch where she would
be able to see me, and if necessary would be
able to direct me ashore. We worked out my
ETA between each point and this would help
Rho know if I was on target. I couldn’t see any
of these points from the water but Rho did tell

me about a castle on an island around 10km
south of our chalet. That would be a good
landmark for me. On Tuesday morning, just
after 8am and still dark, Rhona pointed me in
the right direction and I was off, paddling over
several marker buoys on the way.
I had planned to SUP along the east shore so
Rhona could see me but as soon as I left the
shelter of Torran Bay I was blown west. The
15-20mph wind was too strong to paddle
against so I headed towards my 1pm for the
next 90 minutes, scooping only on one side,
until I finally got across.
As well as the wind and waves I had to work
out where I was going. When I paddle up
lochs, I tend to use my ‘sweet spot’ system. I
can only see three coloured layers. The top
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layer is white and is the sky. The next layer
down is black and is the mountains either
side of me. The bottom layer is white again
and this is the loch. I like to think of the
middle layer as a pair of legs.
They are wide, and high, either side of me,
but as I look off into the distance they thin
out, until they meet in the middle. This
meeting point is usually where the loch ends.
This is my target and I call this my ‘sweet
spot’. For the next 40km all I would be
thinking about was hitting that sweet spot.
Normally I don’t wear a PFD and I travel with
a small deck bag with only essentials packed.
As this was a bigger solo paddle I wore my
Palm PFD, carrying lots of alternative
neoprene, dry clothes, bivvy bag and food..
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after my sweet spot vanished. Instead of a
nice clean V shape there was a very wide flat
patch. I now had no clear direction. I spent the
next hour paddling in and out to the shore not
really sure where I was going. Then I heard
Rho shouting from the shore. She told me that
I only had about 6km to go. With the strong
winds that should take me around 40
minutes, so I knew I should start looking for
Kilchurn Castle in 30 minutes or so.
Twenty minutes later I got caught in a severe
hail and sleet storm. I did up the Velcro neck
of my cag to stop cold sleet running down
my neck – a hood would have been nice!
Trying to look for clues, I thought I saw the
castle on my left which meant I was heading
into the wee bay next to it. Perfect!
In the stormy conditions I arrived at the
head of the bay much quicker than
expected, but instead of landing, I was
hurled into a mass of thorn bushes – not
good for my inflatable board. Nor my arms
and legs which soon got entangled. I got off
my board and dragged it through a gap. If I
was where I thought I was I had done the
40km paddle in just over five hours.
In front of me I saw a steep bank. On top of
this should be the train track and on the
other side of that would be the car park and
Rhona. I scrambled up the very slippery,
leaf covered embankment and found… no
train track. Bugger, where the hell was I?
Rho and I had a cheap pair of walkie talkie
radios with us. They only had a limited range
of 3km in a clear line and 1km in the hills and
only to be used in an emergency. The storm
was raging, the sky was getting darker and I
didn’t have a clue where I was. I reckoned this
could be classed as an emergency.

My paddles in Perthshire during November
had all been done in temperatures between
three degrees and just below freezing. This
meant I needed to wear my thick canyoning
long-johns and gloves. Over on Loch Awe the
temperature was a tropical 5-7 degrees so I
could go back to my much more comfortable
Palm Kaituna ¾ length trousers, Mistral cag
and no gloves!
During my journey I passed several islands
which suddenly appeared in front of me and
entered several flooded fields. I eventually hit
the island castle which was my first landmark.
I knew that it was around 10km from here to
our chalet so I gave myself a target of under
90 minutes. Seventy minutes later I passed
the chalet, as Rho cheered me on. Not long
71
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Whilst standing on the bank I hoped the extra
3m height would help me get a signal. Bingo!
We made contact, albeit very crackly. I tried
to explain my situation to Rho but she had
trouble hearing me and I couldn’t really make
her out. All she did hear was that I was lost.
As we had made contact I knew we were
less than 3km apart. Rho was in the car park
near the castle so I was almost there. I
fought my way back out through the thorns
and paddled back up the loch to get out of
the bay. The wind was blowing well over
20mph so the only way I could make any
headway was to kneel down and lean into
the wind. The 100m paddle took me almost
30 minutes, but once I rounded the end of
the bay I turned downwind, stood up and off
I went. Ten minutes later Rho’s voice came
over my radio to say that she could see me
and I was only 100m away from Kilchurn
Castle. I finished my route by paddling
down to the end of the correct bay.
The whole journey had taken around 6½
hours and I had lost almost an hour going in
the wrong direction. I’ve been asking around
and it looks like I am not only the first
registered blind person to SUP the full
length of Loch Awe in one go, but possibly
the first ‘normal’ person too! Six and half
hours is better than I had planned for but I
know I can do even better. So I’ll be back at
Lock Awe sometime in 2016.

Information
If you want to read more about
my other adventures checkout
extremedreams.co.uk, or if you’d
like to hear me talk about them
check out dean-talks.com
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Wipe the slate clean
Choose your weapon!
JP Slate 7.6ft and 8.6ft Pro
Ever since the Vanguard/Tomo/Stubby/Meyerhoffer surf shape revolution
hit paddle surfing, brands have been quick to jump on the band wagon
and promote the benefits of these super short performance wave riders.
Prices:
Slate 7.6ft WOOD

£1199

Slte 7.6ft PRO

£1649

Surf PRO 8.6ft

£1599

Surf WOOD 8.6ft

£1199

But what do these ‘no nose’ shapes offer the
average paddler over a more traditional surf
stick? We paired JP Australia’s Slate 7.6ft
(one of the first companies to introduce this
style) with their more traditional 8.6ft Pro to
answer that question. Are these short SUPs
just a design fad or do they deliver the kind
of performance that will entice?

General paddling
If you’re a rider switching to super short
boards for the first time (i.e. sub 8ft) the
biggest thing to be aware of is nose to tail
stability. Normally you’d only be concerned
with rail to rail balance but as you drop length
(and volume) SUPs tend to require deft
technique to keep them straight and true.

Info:
http://jpaustralia.com/2016/sup

Demo boards
Both boards are now
available to demo at Andy
Biggs Watersports on
Hayling Island. Give the
shop a call for more info –
02392 467755.

Sweet spots are usually pre-defined and
there’s not much room for error. Riders also
have to position their feet offset to
compensate. This is true of the Slate 7.6ft
whereas the Pro 8.6ft forgives slightly
dodgy footwork. The 8.6ft, however, still
needs some thought about foot placement
as its pulled in nose and tail won’t keep you
dry all the time.

Vital stats
JP’s Slate and Pro are 29” wide and have
similar volumes (115L and 128L
respectively). Both boards come as a quad
fin, but can be tuned in thruster mode.
(Note: the demo 8.6ft we used was last
year’s model. There’s no difference in hull
shape and 2016’s version has a fifth fin
box). Length is a foot of difference but the
point of stubby boards is to ride them super
short. And after all, what do dimensions, on
paper, really tell you about performance on
the water?

Another thing you’ll notice is how much
less glide you get with the 7.6ft. This is also
usual – the longer the board the better the
glide, generally.

Visually side by side the two JPs are worlds
apart, and yet they’re arguable designed for
similar conditions – small to medium sized
waves and/or slightly breezy conditions.
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Be safe
belt up

GLIDE INFLATABLE PFD

The Glide sits quietly at your waist until you
need it. Pull the toggle and in an instant, you
have a high floatation buoyancy aid.

0TJLY[PÄ

LK

palmequipmenteurope.com/glide
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Paddle surfers wanting a stick
for aggressive power surfing
with vertical hits will be better
served by the 8.6ft Pro. For our
money it’s really a mood thing.
Sometimes you fancy getting
out and bouncing some lips in
a vertical hack style while at
other times you feel like
slashing and sliding. The 8.6ft
copes with breeze and chop
better whereas the Slate is
much more plug ‘n’ play. In an
ideal world you’d own both as
part of a quiver.

We hopped on the Slate for the first outing and after
a few strokes located the best paddling stance.
There’s a bit of wobble (read lively) front to back and
side to side but getting comfortable is a quick
exercise. If you’ve got a way to travel before hitting
the peak – such as with SUP Mag UK’s local – then a
no nose board takes slightly longer to reach its
destination. We appreciate that not everyone will
have this issue though.



Having spent a good deal of
time with both boards the most
significant differences are
speed, drive and style of turns.
The Slate 7.6ft hits redline
digits much earlier than the
8.6ft Pro and stays there. If
you’re a less energetic rider
who’s looking for plug ‘n’ play
performance in punchy small
waves (breaking closer to
shore), with slashy skate
influenced turns, this could be
the board for you.



JP Slate 7.6ft

Choices,
choices…

Hitting the first walls of white water we were sceptical how it would cope climbing the froth.
Surprisingly the Slate handles broken waves with ease, its wide duck’s bill nose floating up and
over helping riders navigate flotsam. Scouring the line up is extremely rewarding – the Slate’s
pivotal nature making it efficient to spin into position in a flash. As we mentioned earlier, glide is
on the slower side and riders will need to adjust their timing accordingly. You’ll need to spot
your chosen wave well in advance and begin paddling for the drop a tad earlier than normal.
That said, it isn’t difficult to pick up swells and soon enough you’ll be flying down the face –
here’s where the board’s true nature shines through. Picking up speed swiftly it hits terminal
velocity in an instant and stays there. Speed is a good thing in wave riding terms - cranking off
the bottom with power means that you’re poised to bang out your manoeuvre of choice.
Slamming in a super loose top turn could be the option and while getting vertical is possible the
Slate really enjoys flatter skate style cutbacks – sending buckets flying in the process.
Quad fins allow for lightening quick carves, although the Slate doesn’t drive off the bottom quite
as efficiently as in thruster mode. Tri fins also allowed for a more vertical rail to rail approach.
We’d definitely recommended playing around with your skegs depending on conditions. If
waves aren’t standing up or you’re a more vertical rider then we’d suggest three fins in the back.
Quad fins seemed a lot better when the waves became punchier, but you’ll need to trim
accurately to avoid sliding out.
The Slate benefits from small to medium size waves and does tend to perform better in this
environment. When swells increase in size we’d recommend a step up stick be used, like the
8.6ft Pro.

JP 8.6ft Pro
Jumping on the 8.6ft Pro the feeling is miles away
from the Slate 7.6ft. For a start you can instantly tell
you’re on a longer board – it cuts through the brine
much more efficiently and reaches destinations
quicker. Stability is pretty similar from rail to rail but
you don’t get as much nose to tail rock. That said,
riders will still need to be aware of their feet and not
stepping off optimum placements.
Getting over white water is easy enough, although watch
the narrower tail when stepping back into surf stance. That extra glide comes into play when
paddling for waves and you can make drops earlier. If you’re a proactive rider who ‘works’ their
board then generating speed is a given. The main difference being if you step off the gas the
8.6ft slows down and makes turning stiffer – the Slate in contrast just keeps on going.
Off the bottom you can crank the 8.6ft super aggressively and it’ll slingshot riders towards their
chosen destination lightning fast – you can carve a lot more aggressively with the 8.6ft. Sticking
with the wave’s pocket delivers best results for manoeuvrability – vertical smacks, hacks and
cutties are all the more efficient on this part of the wave. If you do end up flattening out then
waiting for swells to catch you up is a good idea otherwise it’s more pumping towards the next
section.
Some riders may want to drop the size of the fins on the 8.6ft Pro to loosen up the ride a tad. For
middle weights, however, the supplied set up is optimum.
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Two sides of the
same coin
Starboard Hyper Nut 7.4ft and Pocket Rocket 8.5ft
Prices:
Pocket Rocket Carbon:
£1999
7.4ft Hyper Nut Carbon:
£1975
Both available in other
constructions from £1149

Starboard’s Pocket Rocket 8.5ft has been a corner stone of the brand’s
surf SUP range for a while. A more ‘fishy’ style board than traditionally
shaped tech-sled it remains a firm favourite. In contrast the ultra-modern
Hyper Nut 7.4ft takes design notes from Meyerhoffer surfboards rather
than Tomo/Vanguard inspired rippers. With both boards described as
being stable surfers (Starboard’s website lists them as comparable in fact)
we decided to pair them up for closer inspection.
appreciate both boards conforming to kit
friendly airline carriage guidelines and
therefore they make good trip companions.

First looks
Info:
www.tushingham.com/sup/s
tarboard/wave/pocketrocket
www.tushingham.com/sup/s
tarboard/pro-wave/hypernut-74

Both Starboards came supplied in lightweight
carbon layup (lighter than many similarly
constructed SUPs on the market – check
weights on Starboard’s website). They’re
super easy to transport but care needs to be
taken as they will chip if mishandled. Lipped
carry handles are well positioned and getting
to the put in is a breeze.

Both the Hyper Nut and Pocket Rocket (8.5ft
x 137L x 30”) are equipped with high quality
honeycomb fins – a quad configuration for
the Hyper Nut and thruster for the Pocket
Rocket. There’s the opportunity for tuning
the PR to conditions as it has five fin boxes.
We recommend playing around with skegs
(including sizes) on both SUPs depending
on conditions though – experimenting is
always worth it.

If transport is a factor the Hyper Nut 7.4ft
(105L x 30”) is short enough to fit inside a
small car. This shouldn’t really be a
purchasing point but we can’t argue it does
increase appeal. Travelling SUPers will
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Pocket Rocket 8.5ft
The Pocket Rocket 8.5ft is a versatile machine. For
progressing intermediates it displays user
friendliness allowing improvement in wave arenas.
Stable, yet not to the detriment of
manoeuvrability, it has oodles of glide for a surf
orientated board and cruddy or clean conditions
are applicable – as a ‘real world wave rider’, for
medium sized to larger riders, it’s A1.
Up front you’ll find the majority of width and while nose rocker is ample there’s a flat area
underneath that promotes glide and therefore early entry into waves. Starboard’s Pocket
Rocket picks up surf super efficiently – even less than proactive riders will have enough time
to set a rail and consider their imminent move.
For those with experience the Pocket Rocket is as its name suggests. Revving up to full
throttle the 8.5ft zips around in super charged fashion. Even though there’s ample foam
under foot its carving ability and tail squirting prowess is akin to a much smaller wave rider.
Surfing from the tail is extremely loose – vertical lip hits, round house cutties and slashy
carves are all rewarding. Quad fins loosen up the PR further and it’s possible to get
progressively new school. We preferred the grip thrusters gave in both slack and punchy
waves though.

Hyper Nut 7.4ft
Starboard’s Hyper Nut 7.4ft is one of the shortest
sticks on test. Those new to this style of board will
need to be aware of nose to tail ‘rock’ – offset stance
usually helps to overcome the nose submerging. That
said 30” of width equates to stability – even for 85K+
paddlers. So much so you forget the Hyper Nut 7.4ft
is only 105L – for most this will be the lowest volume
surf SUP they’ve used.
Tracking and glide isn’t quite as efficient as the
Pocket Rocket – pretty standard with shorter
boards. Scouring line ups is still possible,
however, and its planted feel means breezy/
choppy waves are fair game.
Pumping the Hyper Nut 7.4ft will get riders into
waves early. Foot placements need to be
forwards to keep speed going – stepping back
onto the tail in contrast lights up
manoeuvrability aspects. The ‘nut’ shape is
almost two boards in one – a larger stick up
front reducing to a more technical tail. One
pleasant surprise was how vertical riders can
get on waves. It certainly allows skate style
slashes but works for traditional power surfers
as well.
Quad fins are efficient and deliver decent
amounts of grip in small conditions whereas
swapping out skegs to smaller versions will
deliver an even looser experience – worth
it if you’re at the lighter end of the weight
spectrum.
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Nuts 'n' bolts
We assumed Starboard’s
Pocket Rocket 8.5ft and Hyper
Nut 7.4ft would be quiver best
buddies for real world wave
missions. Whilst this is true
both SUPs are good as stand
alones also. Although the two
offer impressive levels of
stability (relative to their overall
dimensions) this is one of the
few traits the two share. The
Pocket Rocket enjoys more
pivotal style turns whereas the
Hyper Nut is adept at rail to rail
slashes and carves. Both boards
perform well in cruddy and
quality conditions although
we’d rather be on the Pocket if
waves should pulse through at
size. Either of these two sleds
will suit riders frequenting
average surf locations. Pair with
the brand’s Pro range for
increased versatility.

Gear shed

SUP Mag UK’s test station.
If you want your product
reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@
standuppaddlemag.co.uk
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Reviews kindly supported by:
Coming with five fin options, and skegs to
tune your ride, the Fire Fish can be set up
as either a quad or thruster. In quad
mode it’s extremely loose and skatey –
possibly too much for some. With three
fins the drive increases and stability is
improved, although paddling out to the
peak feels slightly draggy.

Light it up! –
Laird StandUp Fire Fish 8ft
Just as with the Laird StandUp The Surfer we reviewed last
issue the quality of finish on the Fire Fish is superb.
Looking more like a custom surfboard than SUP, Bob
Pearson’s small wave performance shape would make
a worthy addition to any serious wave head’s quiver –
regardless of performance.

Price:
£995

Info:
www.lairdstandup.com

Once on a wave, however, the fins
engage and help thrust the rider back up
towards the lip. You’ll need to be right on
the tail with the Fire Fish to get any
degree of carving performance out of it
– it doesn’t respond so well if paddlers
are further forwards.

At 8ft x 95L x 28” it’s a more
technical piece of
equipment than many are
going to be used to. And on
paper you’d think it was a
board designed for bigger
waves – not so. As long as
there’s a degree of punch
and power in the swell then
the Fire Fish can be ridden
from 2ft up to around
overhead – good news for
riders frequenting less than
perfect spots.

In dynamic surf stance, however, it’s
possible to rip, shred, tear and throw
the Fire Fish about with some serious
gusto. The Laird is so manoeuvrable
you can actually use it as a
surfboard, minus a paddle.
The Fire Fish responds well to
‘working’ and you can pump it into
the next section and escape tumbling
white water. Slashy turns are easy to
achieve although the Fire Fish 8ft really
loves a vertical hit in the vein of more
power surfing.

CONCLUSION
Laird StandUp’s
StandUp’sFire
FireFish
Fish8ft
8ftisisa a
really
really lovingly
lovinglymanufactured
manufacturedboard
board
that appears
appearsmore
morecustom
customthan
than
production.
production. Being
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In terms of width, Lokahi’s Concept 7.9ft is the narrowest board on
test this issue – 27” wide. That said, the current crop of no nose
board/wide tail surfers are all designed to be ridden a lot smaller –
defining small (the brand also has a 7.3ft x 25”), however, isn’t
always easy. After all the Concept isn’t the teeniest we have on test
in terms of length or volume so it all comes down to feel.

Price:
Bamboo sandwich
7.9ft: £1050 retail with fins
8.3ft: £1060 retail with fins
Fiberglass epoxy
7.3ft: £780 without fins
7.9ft: £810 without fins

Info:
http://lokahiboards.com/our
-products/concept-73-7983/

With its sweet spot very
defined (step off this and you will

CONCLUSION
Lokahi’s Concept 7.9ft is a fun no
nose style surf SUP that delivers a
decent amount of vertical riding in
conjunction with the skate ‘n’ slash
type normally associated with this
design of SUP. Its narrow 27” and
105L may be a challenge for some,
in which case look to the brand’s
larger 8.3ft model. You can’t knock
the benefits though – speed,
vertical riding (relative to the
shape) and the ability to tear
backs out of small / medium clean
/ moderately clean waves. Lighter
paddlers will appreciate the
manoeuvrability of Lokahi’s 7.3ft.
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It really loves being ridden from
the tail and thanks to the
designers there’s an added ‘bump’
of foam embedded in the deck
next to the kick pad. This tells
SUPers where their back foot is
without having to glance.
The narrower width really helps
with a more vertical approach to
riding and full throttle late lip hits
are possible. If paddlers fancy a
more skatey session, with slashy
re-direct turns, then have no fear
as this is also no issue. Whipping
the Concept into turns on steeper
swells is where the magic really
lies, however. And there’ll be
nothing but a stupid grin on rider
faces after a clean offshore session.

b o a r d s

The Lokahi feels like a long
board, even at 7.9ft in length,
mostly due to its narrow
width (if that makes sense?).
This plays directly into the
hands of glide which is
pretty good considering it’s
a sub 8ft stick. Paddling out
is therefore relatively easy
and it copes with moderate
distance – great if your take
offs are a little way from the
beach. Straight line speed is
also pretty good due to the
board’s parallel rails.

7.3ft: £1030 with fins

Lokahi told us the Concept 7.9ft delivers heaps
of drive in quad fin mode. While we found no
problem here, we actually preferred a
thruster set up to increase grip. In either
mode speed is the same but heavier
limbed paddlers will prefer the security
of three skegs. Pushing too hard in
quad form results in possibly too lively
a feel. Tri fins reduce this without
affecting the ability to turn hard. And
carve hard the Concept does!

s h e d : h a r d

Stepping aboard the 7.9ft in breezy conditions
will test the paddling skills of everyone above
80kg (the 8.3ft x 28” may be a wiser choice
here). And yet, it’s still more stable and
forgiving than a traditional shaped surf
weapon with pulled in nose and tail of
similar dimensions. With an
accomplished paddler as its pilot,
dips in the drink will become
fewer and further between after
a period familiarisation.

take a dunking) the Concept 7.9ft is an efficient
machine for prowling clean to semi-clean
breaks. It prefers waves with a little punch but
actually copes alright with slack swells. Taking
off on gutless walls will see the Concept
generate as much speed as on a steeper wave –
it just gets there marginally quicker when surf
quality improves. The Concept’s nose is also a
clever design and pearling is almost a thing of
the past – due to the cut out beneath that traps
a layer of air forcing the front upwards.

kg ie t a r

Conceptual surf –
Lokahi Concept 7.9ft
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Lil’ Devil – Loco El Diablo 8.9ft
We’ve watched UK SUP brand Loco evolve from the very
early days and have been lucky enough to test a raft
of their equipment during this process. For 2016 the
brand has switched up its aesthetics and
performance across the whole surf SUP range has
been dialled up.

how well the Loco eats up small swells –
gutless wonders are fair game. And when
conditions improve it’s all systems go for
maximum surf stoke. In fact, bigger surf
really allowed the 8.9ft to shine –
experienced SUPers will be rewarded with
fast flowing turns (the board’s speed along
should be acknowledged).

Graphics are indeed stylistically
individual and we approve (although
we appreciate not everyone will) –
having a unique identity is certainly
key to standing out. Loco’s El
Diablo 8.9ft is also lightweight
and naked i.e. no deck pad.
Taking notes from the surfing
industry, Loco has always
promoted its kit is about
wave riding vehicles – hence
no full EVA.

Lacking a deck pad doesn’t do any harm
when slicing the tops off swells. In fact,
for those that appreciate a waxed deck,
more feedback is the reward. Supplied fins
should also be commended. Loco’s Pro
range of skegs really are top shelf –
having the option to switch between
thruster and quad configurations will
suit those who like to tinker. Adding
the third (bigger) foil improves
stability a tad – something heavy
weights will appreciate.

Price:
£899

Info:
www.locosurfing.com/prod
uct/2016-loco-el-diablosurf-sup-paddle-board/

With its 30” width and 125L
we were unsure how the
8.9ft’s manoeuvrability
would translate. Hopping
aboard the El Diablo, it’s a
lively feeling sled and quad
fins increase its loose and
playful, yet stable, nature.
Full power sessions certainly
seem on the cards with the ED.

Loco’s El Diablo traditional shape fits
a power surfing style of riding,
although it’s possible to squirt the
tail with technique – we loved the
ED’s range of use . Top to bottom hits
is where the 8.9ft excels, however,
with not much rider input needed to
keep speed going between turns –
unusual for a traditional shape. (You
can’t argue with the ED’s user friendly
nature though). We’d also see the El Diablo
working as a bigger wave machine for those
wanting to charge a few bombies.

At 8.9ft in length glide and tracking
are efficient, picking off waves without
hassle – big or small. We doff our caps to

CONCLUSION
The 8.9ft ED is certainly a step up
in terms of the brand’s traditional
performance surf range. Feeling
loose and lively under foot, it’s a
board that works in gutless slop
and only gets better as conditions
ramp up. Heavy weights will find it
a great rip stick that keeps 85kg+
riders afloat without too many
dunkings. Middle weights and
nervous lighter paddlers will
appreciate the 8.9ft’s loose riding
nature. As a one board (or travel
SUP) you can’t knock the El Diablo
8.9ft. A solid surf riding stick
which could be partnered with a
smaller version for even more
versatility. The ED range runs all
the way from 7.2ft (80L) to 9.2ft
(140L) so simply match your size
to rider weight/style/conditions.
All Locos are also customisable if
pre-ordering, meaning there’s a
palette scheme for everyone.
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Photo: Matt Parker

Scan QR-code
to find Werner
produtcs online

www.wernerpaddles.com

EEuropean Distribution by System X

www.systemxeurope.com

Stand up paddler's love NCW - our range is
ideal for SUP. Whether surfing,
downwinding or keeping toasty during
mellower sessions our extensive list of
products are designed with frequent cold
water use in mind. NCW thermal rashies,
hoods, boots, socks and gloves are necessary
accessories paddlers can't be without.

Norfolk's Premier SUP Store, Club, School & Rental Centre

www.norfolkpaddleco.co.uk

For the touring paddler check out our great range of dry bags perfect for keeping your belongings moisture free. If you're
going to get wet you'll be needing some NCW rubber! Check
our full range at www.northcoastwetsuits.co.uk or for personal
service and advice give us a call on 01208-880839

As reviewed in SUP Mag UK
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/10/12/like-a-glove-northcoast-wetsuits-mini-front-zip-winter-steamer-review
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Carvin’ chunks –
Quatro Carve 8.4ft
As easy as it is to pick up waves, even
slack walls, the Carve does like
some punch and works best if
swells are standing vertical –
waves don’t need to be big but the
8.4ft relishes power. With enough
oomph it’s blisteringly quick off
the bottom and slingshots
paddlers back up to the lip quick
smart. Hitting the apex the Quatro
prefers a more vertical approach
with moves you perform. Banging full
pelt into the lip is super fun with
riders going as critical as they can –
the Quatro will handle it. During
late lip hits the nose rocker avoids
pearling and allows easy
recovery if over-egging it
making your surfing appear
more dynamic.

Having laid our grubbies on Quatro’s Glide 8.10ft last issue, we were
intrigued how the 8.4ft Carve would fair. Billed as more
performance than its larger (wider) sibling, it certainly looks
snarlier on the beach. With 29.5” width, 120L of volume and a
quad fin set up, it’s definitely the biz and ready for tearing up
the place!

Price:
£1399

Info:
http://quatrointernational.
com/boards/production/sta
nd-up-paddling/carvethruster-quad/

Although challengingly narrow for
progressing intermediates it’s actually a
pretty stable ride – even when faced with
choppier waves. Once the rider gets
used to the secondary stability it’s an
incredibly versatile machine.
Paddling out is bliss as the 8.4ft’s
length allows unhindered glide,
the Quatro’s nose rocker lifting
well clear of froth. Shaper Keith
Teboul has incorporated the
Integrated Stability Deck (ISD)
and you can really feel this as
you prowl the break.

Cutties back into the pocket
are speedy and those quality
quad fins deliver superior grip
for Mach 10 shredding.
Proficient riders in the middle
weight category will find the
8.4ft a good surf SUP for general
conditions but, with skill, may
prefer the brand’s smaller 8.0ft for
even more performance. The 8.4ft
could then be a step up stick for when
waves increase in size.

Having spotted your wave, it’s a
quick pivot before paddling into
the drop. Working the Carve
8.4ft (pumping) will deliver even
more speed and it was surprising
how early the board picked up
swells – there’s plenty of time to set
your line before zooming off for that
first hit. Staying proactive, however, will
yield best results – it’s a board that does
require rider input.

CONCLUSION
Quatro’s 8.4ft is a more traditional
feeling surf SUP that prefers
vertical hacks to slashy/slidey
skate style riding. With a steep
wall it’s possible to crack out some
powerful moves whereas slacker
surf will require the rider to
proactively work the board to keep
its speed going. That said, it’s still
a versatile SUP and will suit a
variety of different users and
locations. You can’t knock the
construction, overall quality and
carving fun you’ll have on the, er,
Carve. Lighter weights should look
at the brand’s 8ft version for a
more applicable sled.
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At SUP Mag UK we’re chuffed brands regard us highly
enough to pass over equipment still in early stages of
development. Bournemouth based Fatstick did just that
with their new SUPSkate 8ft. We were only too happy to
oblige and deliver some constructive feedback.

Price:

Its scooped out nose, low profile
rails, 32” width – even in the
extremely angular tail (yep, she’s
a wide old girl) – quad fin
configuration and generous rocker
make the Fatstick SUPSkate 8ft
unique. Brand owner Reuben May
told us he wanted an original,
accessible new school wave shape
that appeals to the masses (and
heavier riders) rather than
lightweights or experienced
paddlers.

£799

Info:
www.supdirect.co.uk/
fatstick-shop/
4584165157/supskate/
10334116

CONCLUSION
Fatstick’s SUPSkate 8ft is a unique
shape among a plethora of similar
looking designs. With more small
wave performance than you can
shake a paddle at, the 8ft will be
the dream board for mid to heavy
weights searching for that elusive
accessible rip stick. Intermediate
surfers will love how easy the
SUPSkate makes learning moves
while advanced riders will be
rewarded with extreme re-directs
and uber spray chucking ability.
Note: The production SUPSkate 8ft
will feature slightly different
construction than the proto we
tested. Its livery will also be much
more colourful. Check the Fatstick
website for further details.
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Dropping into waves is standard fare
– it’s what happens after that stoked
us. The loose and skatey ride really
lights up small wave sessions. If
you’re a SUPer with a degree of skill
then whipping round slashy turns,
sending buckets of spray in the
process, is extremely rewarding. In
fact, the smaller the wave the more
pro the rider looks – the SUPSkate
really flatters. Extreme re-directs
are satisfying as it keeps speed
right through the turn. Even if
you’re not quite up to this standard,
learning the art of carving from the
tail is super accessible.
Heavyweights will find it a real joy to
use and it puts smiles on faces when
conditions are less than perfect.

b o a r d s

Leaving the beach they’ve certainly
nailed the stability side. Even in the
choppiest of seas the SUPSkate barely

Heading for the peak is pretty slow
going. Short SUPs don’t glide that well
and the SUPSkate’s nose rocker pushes
more water than we bargained for. That
said, it tracks well and doesn’t wander
off course.

s h e d : h a r d

Shaped by south coast shaper George
Burras, with conceptualisation by Nick
Kingston, the SUPSkate 8ft is an
unusual looking board. The current
trend of ‘no nose’ wave riders are
seemingly everywhere, and it’d be
easy to lump the SUPSkate in with
these. In the flesh it’s a slightly
different beast, however.

wiggles. Paddlers up to 95kg+ will find it
a doddle to balance. Even if you’re
pushing 100kg it’s still stable enough.
Mush burger conditions never looked
so appealing!

kg ie t a r

Skatin' along –
Fatstick SUPSkate 8ft (prototype)

Warrior’s dance –
Hatha Warrior 10.6ft

kg ie t a r
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Hatha SUP are a recent addition to the UK’s ever growing stand up
paddle scene and another example of affordable kit designed for
all round paddlers. That said the brand’s Warrior 10.6ft appealed
to us for this particular test due to it being billed the
brand’s most performance orientated wave model.

Price:
£649

Info:
http://hathaboards.co.uk/p
roduct/the-warrior

At first glance the Warrior 10.6ft is
another round nose all comers
SUP. But upon closer inspection
the board’s front two thirds belie
its wave slaying rear section.
Tapering right down to a winger
rail, complete with dove tail and
five fin box set up, for a 10.6ft
it’s a bit of an unusual looking
stick. And the top layer of
carbon is an aesthetically
pleasing trait that adds a
degree of stiffness to the board.

it good for onshore days, exploring exposed
offshore breaks or anxious paddlers still
perfecting their skills.
Due to its length the Warrior isn’t super quick to
pivot, when compared to short SUPs at least. It
makes up for this, however, with super early
drops – riders will catch swells from way out
back and have plenty of time to set their rail.
Dropping down faces the Warrior
accelerates to an impressive top speed.
It’s a larger SUP though and control could
be an issue for less experienced paddlers
– especially in bigger surf. And care will
need to be given when kicking out – you
don’t want to take other water users out
with a marauding board!
The magic of the Warrior lies in getting
feet right onto the tail pad. If riders are
slightly in front of this then standard
10.6ft surf performance will be the case
– you’ll certainly be able to carve but it
won’t be quite as critical. Above quad
fins it’s a different story. Loose and
slashy, relative to overall size, is what
you’ll feel. While the Warrior certainly
isn’t a full on rip ‘n’ tear machine it’s
pretty good at bouncing a full throttle
cut back and even a degree of lip
bashing. Experienced riders will be able to
poke the Warrior more vertical and eek out
every last drop of performance.

During its christening session
the Warrior’s domed deck was
the first thing we noticed. This
may take a bit of getting used to
as it makes the board feel rolly,
but very comfortable. Tracking
well the Warrior glides effortlessly
and nose rocker stays clear of
flotsam. If there’s a windy wave the
Hatha retains composure as it sits
slightly lower in the water – making

CONCLUSION
Hatha’s Warrior 10.6ft really
surprised us. We expected it to feel
slightly dead when on a wave – just
goes to show preconceptions
shouldn’t be trusted. Riders will
need to surf from the back section
above fins, and a quad set up will
deliver best results. From this
position a whole load of wave fun
can be had in bigger surf than you’d
imagine. There’s a decent amount
of grip through turns and for a
longer board it reacts well to quick
changes of direction. Plus, you get
the flat water all round
performance of a 10.6ft. We’d swap
the supplied fins for something
more performance orientated
though and if you opt for thruster
mode we’d suggest a smaller than
provided middle skeg. It’s pretty
affordable too!
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www.hathaboards.co.uk

Please contact 07739 564702 for further details
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Ripping real world fun –
Jimmy Lewis World Wide 8.1ft
In this brave new SUP world, where all kinds of weird and
wonderful shapes permeate, it’s satisfying to ride a more
conventional and familiar looking wave board – especially
one that works. Jimmy Lewis knows a thing or two about
shaping and the World Wide 8.1ft’s lines are indeed
pleasing to the eye.

Price:
£1195

Info:
www.surfssup.co.uk/shop/stand-uppaddleboarding/stand-uppaddleboards/jimmylewis-world-wide-sup/

esque swallow tail doesn’t allow
margin for error. A slightly offset
stance, almost bang central on the
World Wide’s deck, will promote
easy paddling.
The World Wide 8.1ft’s glide is
superb, spearing through
oncoming froth and flotsam
without issue. With powerful paddle
strokes, the rider is transported out
back super efficiently – then it’s
simply a case of picking your wave.

A well thought out, balanced and
lipped carry handle combined with
light weight construction (even with
full EVA deck grip in place) makes
for a pleasant transportation
experience. And the option of
switching between multiple fin
configurations and being able
to tune the World Wide to
conditions are further ticks in
the box.

Dropping in is efficient – the World
Wide picking up waves fairly early
and with pro-activity hits full power
speed without issue. Cranking off
the bottom is super rewarding.
With all that wound up
momentum delivering paddlers
back to the lip in lightning quick
fashion. Such is the World Wide’s
efficiency at carving it’s possible
to ride aggressively even without
employing the paddle – which
says a lot. Stick a paddle stroke
in, however, and satisfying
gouges and lip smacks are the
reward. If you like rail to rail power
surfing then the 8.1ft World Wide
could be the rip stick for you.

On paper 110L x 29”
dimensions doesn’t scream
uber technical (for those with
prior experience), and while
it’s certainly plug ‘n play for
a performance SUP there’s a
snarling liveliness that isn’t
immediately obvious from
simply observing on the
beach.
Paddling out to the line up does
require correct foot placement as
the pulled in performance nose and fish

CONCLUSION
Jimmy Lewis’ World Wide 8.1ft is a
top shelf performance surf sled
that loves real world conditions –
as per its name. With a degree of
skill it’s possible to milk waves for
all their worth. We found a thruster
fin set up delivers drivey bottom
turns and will slingshot riders back
towards their chosen sweet spot. A
quad configuration loosens up the
WW and is great in smaller surf
and small boned riders. Stick in the
pocket and bash out arcing turns
or race sections for the big hit off
the close out – whatever your
chosen style of wave sliding JL has
crafted a super efficient
performance paddle surfer for 90%
of conditions paddle surfers will
find in the UK.
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Professional ease –
Fanatic Pro Wave carbon 8.9ft
If there’s one thing we’ve learned about Fanatic’s stand up
paddle gear over the last few years it’s how user friendly it
actually is. For sure you need to nail down kit choices
correctly – it’s no good jumping on a board that’s blatantly
too small or high tech for your ability. But get it right and
you’ll be rewarded…

Price:
£1899
HRS construction for £1179

Info:
www.fanatic.com/product/
prowave4/#productDetailsTabs1

Glide and tracking is efficient with
longer paddle outs easily
accomplished.
At the take off it’s a quick move
to pivot and begin hunting your
chosen wave. It’s surprising how
quickly the Fanatic hits top
speed during the wave catching
process. It picks up swells
incredibly early for such a wave
shredding tool – that flat deck
forgiving stumbling foot work.

Fanatic’s 8.9ft Pro Wave is a case in
point. There’s a raft of equipment
available that delivers more
performance than you’d imagine in
2016. On paper the 8.9ft is a larger
surf SUP but this belies what you
can achieve when presented with
a liquid wall.

Having dropped in the 8.9ft
powers through bottom turns
with lots of drive – more than
we accounted for. You can
crank super hard and enjoy
maximum propulsion back up
to the lip – either vertical or
more drawn out. Once at the
apex the Pro Wave loves
knocking tops off and
cutting back into the pocket.
It also proved a great board
for floaters and racing
sections – the board’s speed
shining through again. Even
when conditions aren’t all time
it’s still a top performer and
boasts the carving skills of a
much smaller stick.

Construction is top notch and
light to boot in carbon form. The
Pro Wave has a super
comfortable lipped carry handle
and supplied thruster skegs are
top drawer. Another tick in the
box is Fanatic’s inclusion of five
fin boxes. Riders are free to tune
their sled according to
conditions – three for drive or
four for loosey goosey.
Paddling for the peak it’s
noticeable how flat the 8.9ft’s deck
is. This helps with stability and gives
a really composed ride even when
faced with breezy/choppy conditions.

CONCLUSION
Fanatic has certainly come up with
the goods with their Pro Wave
8.9ft. Offering performance levels
of much more technical SUPs, but
without detracting from usability,
it’s a great surf SUP for chucking
around in most UK conditions and
progressing intermediates will love
it. Super drivey out of the bottom
turn its warp speed propulsion will
set up advanced riders for all
manner of lip hits. Heavier riders
will adore the flatter deck which
helps with stability while smaller
paddlers will appreciate the 8.9ft’s
manoeuvrability and room to
progress. Partner with the smaller
8.4ft Pro Wave for ultimate wave
performance.
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RRD’s Cotan 7.11ft is slightly different in terms of feel when
compared to boards of similar shape. Its cut off nose and double
diamond tail may suggest performance we’ve become
accustomed to with this style of SUP but look closer and you’ll
see the wide point is positioned towards the rear.

Price:

Afloat you’re acutely aware of
how the RRD tapers down to
the nose. Standing further
back, right on the sweet
spot, delivers maximum
stability. An added benefit is
being positioned closer to
the tail – essential for
maximum manoeuvrability
when on a wave.

£

Info:
www.robertoriccidesigns.co
m/equipment/productcategory/sup-boards/

The Cotan has admirable
glide and doesn’t mind
moderately onshore/choppy
conditions. For 85kg+ it’s a

RRD have come up with a slightly
different feel for their Cotan 7.11ft.
While appearing similar in shape
to other stubby surf SUPs, a
rearward placed wide point allows
for a narrower nose knocking on to
improved efficiency in steeper,
faster waves. Riders struggling to
get their feet on the tail will have
an easier job due to more or less
being in position from the off.
Advanced paddlers will appreciate
the Cotan’s rail to rail carving
ability in small to moderate sized
waves. If riders favour a more
vertical approach the RRD also
conforms without losing its slashy
skate style ability.
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Having the wide point further
back requires a harder push for
spray chucking shenanigans
whereas rail to rail carving is
rewarding – the possibility of
getting vertical is certainly
there. Re-entries are efficient
as RRD’s tapered nose
doesn’t pitch pole, as long as
paddlers are above fins. And
while Classic isn’t the lightest
construction RRD offer
there’s the opportunity of
getting all new school with
moves if you have the
experience.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
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Picking off waves is very
efficient for a no nose SUP. It’s
possible to catch swells early –
great for improving riders.
Dropping in, the Cotan ramps up
to red line speed quickly. Carving
off the bottom, its progressive
projection allows a choice of moves
and delivers the time and
momentum to pull them off.

s h e d : h a r d

Coming in Classic construction the Cotan
7.11ft is a five fin boxed sled allowing riders
to tune for conditions. No nose paddle
surfers are usually quad fin biased,
even though some deliver improved
drive with thrusters. The Cotan,
however, performed better for us
as intended – quality quad foils
delivering a loose but secure
carving ability.

composed ride as long as paddle
skills are adequately developed.
SUPers will still need to employ
corrective and brace strokes at
times.

kg ie t a r

Old/new school ripper –
RRD Cotan 7.11ft Classic
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Small performer –
O’Shea Grom 7.8ft SUP

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Review by Sam Rogers
Being of smaller stature the guys from SUP Mag UK
asked me to check out O’Shea’s Grom 7.8ft inflatable
stand up paddle board and report back the findings.
Designed for smaller paddlers and nippers, it’s an
example of the brand’s dedication to providing
quality inflatable products to younger SUPers of all
abilities. (Check out previous O’Shea iSUP reviews
on the SUPM website – Ed).

Price:
£499

Info:
www.osheasurf.com/
grom.html

Carrying is a joy as the Grom is so light –
perfect for any kids looking for
independence. O’Shea have woven a
decent amount of secondary stability
into the board which will work for
paddlers at the top end of the weight
spectrum. As such getting going
straight off the beach is a super
quick process.
For an inflatable the board’s glide is
superb. I was actually shocked how
easy it was to cover distance. There’s
no problem keeping up with the rest
of your family while paddling which
will allow everyone to enjoy a
fulfilling session and not hang
around for stragglers.

I haven’t had much experience
with iSUPs but the Grom 7.8ft is
super easy to set up with
everything provided in one neat
package. Inflating to 15 PSI is a
swift and efficient process with
the provided pump – all
instructions are clearly visible
and marked on the board itself. For
kids this is great as they can easily
blow the board up themselves without
adult help.

O’Shea’s Grom is a super fun all round
paddle board that will allow younger
SUPers to develop their skills. It can go
anywhere and do most things you ask of
it. We even chucked it at some small waves
and found it performed admirably here – great
if your nipper’s looking to progress into surf.

I’d heard about the brand’s fin system and can
attest to the no hassle approach they’ve gone
for. Simply slot the fin in its box and tighten
with finger and thumb. I also liked the solid
side fins – although moulded onto the board’s
hull, were stiff and didn’t bend. The provided
bag is functional and I liked the board’s eye
catching bold graphics.

Back on the beach it’s super easy to pack
away and being an inflatable stores nicely in
the back of my car. Those not old enough to
drive can simply sling over their shoulder and
walk, cycle or skate to the beach.

CONCLUSION
Although O’Shea’s Grom 7.8ft iSUP
is specifically designed for kids, it
also works well for smaller
paddlers. I was just above the max
weight capacity but had no trouble
piloting it.
In fact, it was extremely efficient
when punting across flat water –
beginners and intermediates will
enjoy how it covers ground. Even
though the Grom isn’t a dedicated
surf SUP it was super fun in small
waves but fits the all round SUP
mode even better. O’Shea’s Grom
iSUP is a versatile inflatable that
covers a variety of SUP disciplines.
From flat water to small waves if
you’re an aspiring grom, beginning
their SUP journey, you’ll certainly
have fun with this board and give
mum and dad a run for their money!
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When we first clapped eyes on Vandal’s inflatable 10.7ft Free we
were smitten. Up close this is an extremely attractive sled – and
well manufactured to boot. Fixtures and fittings are top drawer
and the deck pad is very comfy underfoot.

Price:
£769

Info:

The Vandal’s hull shape is a
slightly unusual one. With a
decent amount of width in
key places (32”) it tapers
down to a rounded pin tail
that looks more like
something you find on a
surfboard. This was
intriguing. It’s also a pretty
rigid iSUP, considering there’s
no added rail stiffener system
in place. Out afloat that rigidity
does make itself known, with only
minimal ‘breaking’ across the centre
point. Some give is always to be
expected with inflatables, but it’s not
significant to cause paddlers issue.

http://tabousup.eu/boards/vandalinflatable/isup-iq-range/iqfree/

CONCLUSION
Vandal’s Free 10.7ft iSUP is a good
looking piece of paddle boarding
equipment. Easy to inflate with the
included efficient pump the
Vandal’s rigidity is very good and
general paddling on flatter water is
super fun. If you find a few waves
to play with the 10.7ft handles
them fine and the Free provides a
good platform for learning basic
skills in surf. Moulded fins aren’t
high performance but they do give
ease for anyone not wanting to faff
with swapping out. All in it’s a
nifty little iSUP that delivers
versatile performance across a
wide array of environments.
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As already mentioned there’s
quite a surfy orientated tail
stuck to the back of the Vandal
Free 10.7ft. So we found a few
peelers to play with and see
how it faired.
Dropping in is easy enough –
the Vandal rocketing
forwards at a brisk rate.
Turning needs deft footwork
to not trip a rail. Once sliding
along, however, it remains
composed and can even be
carved gently up and down.
The fins do slip a little, but
then this isn’t a board with wave
pedigree. It’s a fun stick to test
yourself in small waves and a
board to learn fundamental paddle
surfing technique on.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

The supplied pump is efficient during the
inflation process and getting the 15psi
rammed in is no problem. We
would’ve liked to have seen a more
rigid fin protruding from the hull,
as it does tend to bend when
packed up. A bit of teasing will
have it standing proud again
though.

Cruising on the flat the Vandal is an enjoyable
SUP to paddle. Some inflatables sit in the
water while others ride on top. The Vandal sort
of falls between the two, which is a tricky
performance trait to achieve. Whether by
accident or design it’s an enjoyable glide
when simply pottering about and even
when a bit of chop and flotsam enter
the mix it doesn’t unsettle the ride as
much as more elevated iSUPs.

kg ie t a r

Rigid performer –
Vandal 10.7ft Free inflatable SUP

kg ie t a r
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Fully charged –
Xcite Charger 10.10ft inflatable SUP
Xcite are another example of affordable inflatable stand up
paddle boards designed to get you floating for less
bucks. Owned by Boatworld, we were sent their Charger
10.10ft which is billed as an all round iSUP that can
take on small waves. The guys also sent us a mini
anchor which gave more versatility when on the water
– think diving platform.

Price:
£399

Info:
www.boatworld.co.uk/SUPISUP-Inflatable-SUP-StandUp-Paddle-Board%20/1010-xcite-charger-sup

finish off the Charger’s look and while
we’re not massive fans we agree they
offer a faff free experience for all SUPers.

We’ll be honest, we didn’t get
chance to try the Charger
10.10ft in any type of swell.
Instead the conditions we
used this inflatable in were
calm, sunny and crisp. And
as a piece of equipment for
all round paddling it
certainly fits the bill.

On land the Xcite looks fairly narrow but
gliding along there were no real issues
with stability – its 30” doing an
admirable job of keeping riders dry.
Tracking is surprisingly good for an
inflatable board and cruising around is
a pleasant affair.

Supplied with standard
pump it’s an easy, if
time consuming,
exercise when inflating.
We found ramming in
more than the quoted
15psi resulted in a
much stiffer feeling
board. This then
translates to paddling
where that extra air
improved performance no
end. Moulded plastic fins

We covered ground with Xcite’s
Charger and even with its rounded
nose the 10.10ft chews up the miles.
OK, if you want something more
efficient then it’s going to be a
pointy nose SUP you’ll be needing.
As a fun all round inflatable toy that
won’t break the bank Xcite’s Charger
10.10ft is pretty good though.

CONCLUSION
Inflatable SUPs are everywhere at
the moment. Offering a cost effective
and no hassle storage option, it’s not
hard to see why they’re popular.
Xcite’s Charger 10.10ft sits at the
budget end of the spectrum and
delivers a no frills stand up paddling
experience. As an all round SUP toy it
works well and will allow riders to
explore their surrounds or simply
enjoy being afloat. As we mentioned
at the start we were also supplied a
small anchor which allows the
Charger to be used as a diving or
fishing platform. We actually did
cast a line on a few occasions and,
while it wasn’t laden with fishing
gear, the accessories we did take
were easily transported by the
10.10ft. For a cost effective means of
getting on the water the Xcite
Charger 10.10ft does the job well.
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Aqua Inc’s Air Rider 9.2ft surprised us. Firstly it comes
supplied with proper fin boxes – in this instance two Futures
side bites and a middle US box. This is slightly unusual
within the world of inflatable stand up paddle boards and
suggests the 9.2ft is an iSUP with performance.

Price:
£739
with pump and roller
wheeled bag

Info:
www.aquainc-global.com/
#!inflatable/c1mwg

The Air Rider 9.2ft is
extremely stiff for
something stuffed with air
– and this is without the
use of any carbon rail
inserts or stiffening
mechanism. It’s also a very thin
profiled board that’s super light
and easy to transport.

CONCLUSION
For an inflatable stand up paddle
board Aqua Inc’s Air Rider 9.2ft is a
seriously rigid piece of equipment.
Couple this with its proper fin
boxes and you have a pretty
unique looking sled. While fine
across flat water, for lighter weight
paddlers, we felt the Air Rider
comes into its own when on a wave.
It’s one of the few inflatables that
can be ridden properly in swell,
that rigidity doing its level best to
eek every bit of carving efficiency
out of the board. If you’re
searching for a SUP that covers flat
and wavey environments, with a
slight slant towards surf, and still
retains the advantages of a blow
up, then Aqua Inc’s Air rider 9.2ft
will certainly be a good fit.y
breaks.
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And we were right. Tracking fairly
well on flat water it’s a relatively
straight and true paddle out to the
peak. It also climbs broken swell
white water better than we expected –
certainly for an iSUP anyway.
With a few quick and deep paddle
strokes the Air Rider zooms onto
waves effortlessly and although
there’s still a bit of give under foot
(this is an inflatable after all) it
retains its shape well and therefore
offers a good wave riding platform
that delivers a smile inducing
amount of surf performance. Let’s be
honest, you’re still never going to be
fanging warp speed cutbacks but for
an iSUP the Aqua Inc Air Rider 9.2ft
carves a decent arc and allows for
almost proper surfing that all but the
most fussy of paddlers will enjoy.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

The second surprising attribute was how
stiff it is once inflated. The supplied
pump is a joy to use and gets up
to 15psi super efficiently but
there’s plenty of room to ram
more air in. (We managed to
get around 20psi inside
which is much better for
rigidity). Even though it’s
a single chamber pump
it’s one of the newer
school models that allows
the inflation process to be
quicker and easier with
more air compressed into
a slimmer chamber.

Even though there’s the obligatory
bungee cord up front, suggesting
it’s more of a tourer than anything
else, we weren’t convinced. OK, if
you’re on the lighter side then it
will suffice but the overall shape
and high end fin box
configuration suggests
something else is hiding under
the hood.

kg ie t a r

Air wave – Aqua Inc Air Rider
inflatable 9.2ft

The prototype –
VE glass fibre SUP paddle
http://vepaddles.com
VE Paddles approached us this winter for feedback on their new
range of stand up paddles they are currently developing. Our
initial review of their wave orientated fibreglass version is
featured here.

Dr Stu Morris, VE owner and head designer, has spent a huge
amount of time designing and developing high tech kayaks and
paddles, competing and coaching Team GB’s kayak team,
studying the biomechanics and performance of paddle sport as
well as obtaining a PhD in the process - oh and did we tell you
he was the Olympic Boat Designer for the GB Slalom Team?
When he told us his reasoning for not adding rake who were we
to argue?
Fresh out the box, VE’s superb adjustment system was revealed
– pulled straight from their kayak paddle range. A secure
lockable lever allows for incremental fine tuning of shaft length
- this was great as we could set up the exact length to suit our
needs. The 'T grip' was a joy to hold and worked extremely well;
other grip options such as a palm grip will also be available.
On the water there’s a good deal of flex in the shaft – something
at odds with our own personal SUP paddles. Stu told us this was
purposely done as the blade shape is so powerful. The softer
shaft delivers a more forgiving experience without loss of
efficiency.

VE’s superior power delivery ensures small SUPs are cranked up to
full throttle from standing. Catching waves is effortless. During top
turns riders don’t need to reach forwards as with raked paddles –
belting lips and cutties are super powerful, the paddler only having
to focus on squirting spray. VE’s soft flexing shaft also snaps back
after strokes giving an added boost of zoom!

CONCLUSION
VE’s glass fibre SUP paddle shows that different thinking shouldn’t
be shied away from – there’s still a long way to go with SUP kit
development. If you’re after a full throttle wave weapon that helps
accomplish shredding turns and aggressive riding this is the paddle
for you. Try it, you might like it... we did!
Price: £189 (Glass SUP blade on a one piece straight shaft)
Info: VE custom make all their paddles to order and will be offering a
range of different SUP blade shapes, both carbon and glass, along
with a variety of shaft and T grip options in one, two and three-piece
lengths. In short means this means you can have exactly the right
set up for your wants and needs.

kg ie t a r
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'Glass fibre' we hear you cry? Common thinking dictates carbon
is best for high end paddles and we were certainly in agreement
before we tried this baby. VE’s offering also (unusually) lacks
blade rake angle.

The absence of rake certainly didn’t detract from each session.
In fact it made it arguably more fulfilling! Being able to plant
the blade slap bang in the power zone (without the board being
‘lifted’ at the start of the stroke as with a raked blade), meant
redlining was instant. Drawing the paddle through the water,
even beyond hip alignment (as we’re taught not to do at the
start of our SUP careers), was also rewarding. There’s no loss of
forward propulsion as the blade is always in-line with the shaft.
The lack of rake also allows the blade to be used as a perfect
rudder with pressure being equalised on both sides providing
effortless fast directional changes.
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Rippin’ fun – Werner Rip Stick
89 adjustable paddle

w w w. n e p t u n e s u p s . c o m

w w w. s y s t e m x e u ro p e . c o m

Neptune’s carbon/bamboo adjustable paddle is simplistic in
design yet functional to boot. Easy on the eyes, with an
efficient adjust to height system (a nice touch), it’s a svelte
and aesthetically pleasing bit of kit. There are no bells and
whistles with this one, which isn’t to say performance is
lacking. Neptune simply focus on delivering what’s
necessary: paddling performance.

Werner’s latest paddle addition is the aptly named Rip Stick
89. A specifically designed surf blade manufactured to excel
in waves. As soon as we saw the specs from Werner we were
intrigued – after all the brand promises big things from this
weapon if surf’s your thing.

Available as paddle only or supplied as part of a package it’s nice to
see a brand offering more than just a cheap alloy version with its
‘get you on the water’ bundles. Here punters have access to a midrange sweeper that’ll last a lot longer and take you further.
Featuring a medium flex shaft, Neptune’s paddle offers moderate
power and will therefore appeal to beginners and intermediates
alike. Advanced SUPers will also benefit, especially if used as a
wave weapon, where we found performance was optimum. Racers
or downwind aficionados may require something more powerful.

Another trait the Rip Stick demonstrates is its low angle blade rake.
Be under no illusion, this is a paddler’s paddle, where technique will
have already been dialled in if you’re considering a purchase.

The blade isn’t the narrowest but this doesn’t affect rail to rail
changes and with its admirable swing weight paddlers will
enjoy chucking the Neptune carbon adjustable around.
Beginners, having never used any kind of paddle, won’t know
how good they’ve got it if starting with this baby. And due to
its adjustable nature, multiple SUPers can benefit from the
same piece of kit – great for those on a budget.

Out on the water it’d be easy to think there’s no power delivery
from the Rip Stick - mainly due to its light weight. In actual
fact with the blade buried to the hilt, and deep strokes dug in,
there’s a great deal of oomph. Enough to propel smaller surf
SUPs into later take offs. The blade’s double concave creates
power pockets which allow for maximum propulsion and the
low profile blade shape and smaller overall size gives a higher
cadence without losing efficiency.

CONCLUSION

Having picked up your wave the light weight nature of the Rip
Stick comes into play again with flicky rail to rail changes and
wrap arounds achieved with pinpoint accuracy. Blade
placement is key to stomping moves and, with technique and
understanding from the rider, Werner’s Rip Stick will elevate
any experienced surfer’s game.

As a mid-range paddle, and the only one in Neptune’s range, the
brand deliver an efficient performance orientated bit of kit that
beginner, intermediates and advanced SUPers will love. Utilising a
select, adjust to height and lock mechanism, as opposed to sliding
incremental system, there’s no slippage once shaft length is set and
the moderate flex will deliver enough power, but not to the extent of
wearing down joints and muscles. If you’re a seasoned racer or
downwind paddler, searching for the ultimate in paddle technology,
then you may be better served elsewhere. For everyone else looking
to simply get out and SUP, with a paddle that won’t break the bank
but displays great sweeping properties, apply within. Wave heads
will also enjoy what Neptune’s carbon adjustable blade can offers.

CONCLUSION
Werner’s Rip Stick 89 is an impressive piece of kit aimed squarely
at wave shredders. Feeling super light in the hands, but not to the
detriment of power delivery, the Rip Stick relishes being thrown
into some full power surf action. We’ll not lie, it’s a technical piece
of kit that needs a skilled pilot to get the most from it. With prior
paddle surf experience, however, riders are poised to rip harder than
before with the Rip Stick 89. Werner Rip Stick 79 also available.

Price: £149 (£100 when purchased together with a Neptune SUP)
Info: www.neptunesups.com/Adjustable-Carbon-Paddle-p/p.htm

Price: £289.99
Info: www.systemxeurope.com/products/werner-sup-rip-stick-79-89
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Out of the packaging Werner’s adjustable version is incredibly
light. The level of manufacturing finish you’d expect from a
company like Werner is also top notch. Carbon weave is suitably
high end, and shows no blemishes, while the adjustment system
Werner have plumped for is the push pin variety. This may seem
odd with extensive usage of the incremental type. But when you
consider the Rip Stick is a wave blade it makes sense. This type
won’t slip – something that can happen with slider adjustments.

kg ie t a r

Bang for buck – Neptune
adjustable carbon/bamboo paddle

Hold it! – HoldUp alloy paddle
w w w. h o l d u p p a d d l e . c o m
Looking more like a kayak paddle, from a distance, with its
double ended blades, HoldUp’s adjustable twin ended sweeper
pricked our initial interest at PaddleEXPO,
Nuremberg, earlier in 2015. The HoldUp
paddle offers the ability of increasing
propulsion in (sit down) kayak mode or
use it in conventional SUP mode.

Nuttylicious –
Dr Zak’s nut butter
w w w. d r z a k s . c o m

kg ie t a r
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HoldUp promote their design as great for
SUP schools – fatigued students can kneel
down and get back to their put in more
efficiently. We considered it good for
offshore paddlers getting back to shore in
the event of adverse conditions halting play
stand up style. Either way it’s another example
of innovation in a rapidly maturing sport.
Out of the box the alloy version isn’t the lightest.
The brand offers weight reducing versions
manufactured from more exotic materials,
however. These would be worth considering if it’s to
be your main ‘engine’. HoldUp’s incremental
adjustment system allows shaft length to be set
accurately and then it’s off you go.
Out afloat the HoldUp paddle is surprisingly easy
to use. You’d assume that extra material in the way
of your grip hand would cause fumbles –
especially during changes. This isn’t so, however,
and the HoldUP paddle is comfortable for general
sweeping shenanigans.
In kayak mode it’s a conventional feeling tool with
added propulsion shifting riders through the brine
efficiently. If you compare it to a full on double
ended paddle there would be some loss of
momentum as water doesn’t flow evenly across
the secondary blade – mainly due to the cut out
causing minimal cavitation. But beginners won’t
notice this and those in dire straits, needing to get
back to shore, wouldn’t really care. In fact anyone
using a HoldUp is doing so for the added
security/advantages of the double blade – 90% of
the time it’s to be used in stand up mode anyway.

CONCLUSION
HoldUp’s unusual looking concoction of stand up/sit
down paddle is a winner for its target users. Beginners
will appreciate the added ‘vroom’ of being able to
scooch down and propel themselves back to shore
while open water SUP tourers will benefit from having
the HoldUp as a back up option. Surfers can utilise
the double blade for getting out back quickly –
reverting back to single blade once at the take off
and even those who cast a line fishing will find
benefits. With its versatility HoldUp’s alloy
paddle is a nifty design that works across
multiple SUP disciplines.
Price: Four models available – AL: (tested here)
€119, Bob 2 €169, Black Magic €299,
Carbonara €399
Info: www.holduppaddle.com

Our interest in Dr Zak’s nut butters was pricked when we saw
an email about paddle sport enthusiasts utilising these fruit
flavoured concoctions to aid performance. Being a way to
boost protein levels we were eager to check out the nutty
spreads for ourselves. Coming in five tantalising flavours,
including: Cherry Bakewell, Salted Caramel, White Chocolate
and Coconut, Fresh Raspberry and Apple and Cinnamon, our
taste buds were positively fizzing.
First thing’s first, the taste test. As a nut butter you can tell
each mix has this product as its base. Nut does come through –
after all, it’d be odd if it didn’t? That said after a few short
seconds the flavour of each tub starts to shine and while not
overkill certainly sends signals to the brain telling it what
you’re tasting. Each butter will appeal to individual preferences
but for our money it was Apple and Cinnamon and the Cherry
Bakewell flavours that were level pegging in terms of
preference. Everyone will have their own favourite though.
Made in the UK Dr Zak’s nut butters are packed with partially
hydrolysed whey protein isolate which ensure each 20g
serving delivers 7.2g of protein. They’re approved by the
Vegetarian Society and are flavoured with naturally sweetened
fruit extract. Oh, and these butters are free from palm oil. As a
product for anyone in training they’re billed as a way to pack in
the protein, especially if combined with the brand’s bread and
bagel offerings – the perfect combo.
We used the nut butters as boosting snack spreads post SUP
session to aid recovery. The fact each tub offers a tasty
substance is the icing on the cake.

CONCLUSION
Dr Zak’s nut butter flavours alone should be commended. Not over
powering yet enough of a taste to put a smile on your face. Add to
the fact they aid recovery after strenuous activity and the brand
has a winning formula. Dr Zak understands any product trained at
athletes needs to add something positive to the mix and taste
good. Well, they’ve nailed it with these peanut butter offerings and
we can see them being a regular feature in our cupboard.
Price: £6.49 each (available from www.musclefood.com)
Info: www.dr-zaks.com/nut-butters.html
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Sweet tasting fudge –
Headfudge clothing

w w w. p u re re c h a rg e . c o m

w w w. h e a d fu d g e . c o m

We spotted Pure Recharge’s natural smoothies a while ago and
were intrigued to try the brand’s potions for ourselves. Coming
in various flavours and manufactured in the UK by a
passionate couple who want to encourage better foody
relationships – including fig and goji berries, coco banana and
strawberry passion – these cereal based concoctions certainly
sounded tantalising.

On two occasions we used the Pure Recharge formulas before
heading for a float. Mixing with almond milk, banana, and
blending, as per instructions, we were rewarded with a
flavoursome nourishing liquid that was like a silky breakfast in
a glass. After a few minutes we certainly felt energised and
ready for action.
Having indulged in one particularly long paddle surfing session
we utilised the third smoothie mix to help with recovery. It
certainly did the trick and having had a chill out period we
were positively bouncing off the walls again.

We’ve always been keen to feature boutique threads that suit
our stand up paddle lifestyle and Headfudge clothing certainly
fits the bill. The south coast based brand not only appeals to
‘free spirited’ types, they’ve also put their money where their
mouths are and opened a flagship store at Southampton’s
Boutique Village – something that should be commended.

But Pure Recharge smoothie mix pouches aren’t just for those
who indulge in strenuous physical activity. If you’re looking to
live a healthier lifestyle then Pure Recharge claim their wares
will help with a balanced diet. Or, if you’re a busy type – let’s be
honest, we all are – they also fit the bill. And as a simple, tasty
brekkie alternative we can’t fault it either.

With big, bold and bright designs you’re sure to stand out with
Headfudge gear. Pulling in some tattoo influences HF threads
are quality made and practical to boot. The hoody we were
sent is also pretty warm – perfect for those chillier pre and
post SUP sessions.

CONCLUSION
Fresh, tasty and a great way to charge up for a paddling session or
give yourself a boost for post-SUP recovery, Pure Recharge’s
smoothie mix packs are a yummy little pick me up. If you’re
looking for a healthy breakfast alternative or natural product to aid
stand up paddle training then you’d do a lot worse than getting
involved. As a base, PR mixes can be used to put your own twist on
things. We were told to substitute banana for strawberries to lower
sugar or add spinach to inject some green.

Boasting a casual fit, Headfudge tee, hoody and beanie are
neat sets of garments for the beach and we appreciate the
knocked back colour schemes which go some way to hiding
salt stains and sandy patches. We could quite happily see
ourselves in these threads relaxing around a camp fire,
watching the sun dip behind the horizon. Likewise, they won’t
look out of place in more conservative environments.

Price: £10 - £48

What we really like about Headfudge is the uniform design that
runs through the whole brand. You can tell company owner,
Heather, is a trained professional as she’s really put time and
effort into the brand’s identity.

Info: www.purerecharge.com
Drop by the stand when you see the PR guys at 2016 SUP events.

CONCLUSION
Headfudge clothing is another boutique brand of stylish threads
that offers the wearer unique identity, functionality and
practicality. Rugged materials and surprisingly warm garments
lend themselves to mooching at the beach, lake or river. If you’re
searching for lounge wear to don before that SUP race workout or
post surf chill out session then look no further.
Price:
Hoodies:
Tees:
Beanies:
Bags:

£29.99 - £39.99
£19.99 - £24.99
£8.99 - £9.99
£8.99 - £25.00

Info: www.headfudge.com/
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After speaking to the makers we understand the manufacturers
say Pure Recharge smoothies act as a meal replacement with
the added benefit of boosting energy. They’re not an outright
energy drink as we currently know them.

kg ie t a r

Boost juice –
Pure Recharge smoothie
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BSUPA approved SUP school in Essex
Beginner & Progression tuition
Team of qualified Instructors
Active & friendly membership HUB
Tours, events, kit demo & skills clinics
777,56980:.98:213,'/$
59'&// 456980:.98:213
#7:--&64%56980:.98:213
+)"()4+(!**

Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360

Milford On Sea
01590 645270
www.thenewforestpaddlesportcompany.co.uk

THE UK MAGAZINE FOR
RECREATIONAL PADDLERS
The PADDLERUK is your one
stop mag for all things paddling.

Early Spring issue out now:
Available digitally for just £1.99 or £10.99 for six
per year.
To subscribe visit:
http://www.joomag.com/magazine/thepaddleruk
Also available in print for only £7.49 inc. P&P on
top quality matt paper with thick laminated gloss
varnished covers - it’s top notch! To buy visit:
https://thepaddlerezine.com/subscribe
If you have any queries please call:
01480 465081
Email: subs@thepaddlerezine.com

Thanks for such a fantastic magazine.
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